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&background
experiences
perspectives

Published quarterly, Visions is a nationally award-winning 
journal which provides a forum for the voices of people 
living with a mental disorder or substance use problem, 
their family and friends, and service providers in BC. 
Visions is written by and for people who have used mental 
health or addictions services (also known as consumers), 
family and friends, mental health and addictions service 
providers, providers from various other sectors, and leaders 
and decision-makers in the field. It creates a place where 
many perspectives on mental health and addictions issues 
can be heard. To that end, we invite readers’ comments and 
concerns regarding the articles and opinions expressed in 
this journal.

The BC Partners are grateful to BC Mental Health and Addiction Services, an agency of the Provincial Health Services Authority, for providing financial support for the production of Visions

bc partners visions

Seven provincial mental health and addictions agencies are 
working together in a collective known as the BC Partners 
for Mental Health and Addictions Information. We represent 
the Anxiety Disorders Association of BC, British Columbia 
Schizophrenia Society, Canadian Mental Health Associa-
tion’s BC Division, Centre for Addictions Research of BC, 
FORCE Society for Kids’ Mental Health Care, Jessie’s Hope 
Society and the Mood Disorders Association of BC. Our rea-
son for coming together is that we recognize that a number 
of groups need to have access to accurate, standard and 
timely information on mental health, mental disorders and 
addictions, including information on evidence-based serv-
ices, supports and self-management.
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editor’s message
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If you have personal experience with mental health or sub-
stance use problems as a consumer of services or as a 
family member, or provide mental health or addictions serv-
ices in the public or voluntary sector, and you reside in 
BC, you are entitled to receive Visions free of charge (one 
free copy per agency address). You may also be receiving  
Visions as a member of one of the seven provincial agencies 
that make up the BC Partners. For all others, subscriptions 
are $25 (Cdn.) for four issues. Back issues are $7 for hard 
copies, or are freely available from our website. Contact us 
to inquire about receiving, writing for, or advertising in the 
journal. Advertising rates and deadlines are also online. See  
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Sarah Hamid-Balma

Sarah is Visions Editor and Director of Public Education and 
Communications at the Canadian Mental Health Association’s BC 

Division. She also has personal experience with mental illness

The opinions expressed in 
this journal are those of  
the writers and do not 
necessarily reflect the  
views of the member  
agencies of the BC  
Partners for Mental  
Health and Addictions  
Information or any of  
their branch offices

T
his issue of Visions stirs new ground like no other issue has. If you iden-
tify yourself as Aboriginal, First Nation, Inuit or Métis, you will likely find 
much that resonates with you in the stories ahead. If you don’t identify 

yourself that way, you will still learn a lot from this issue about the role of iden-
tity, culture, empowerment and community. If you’re a service provider and 
don’t provide care even sometimes to members of the Aboriginal community, 
you may want to ask yourself why, after reading this issue. (And service provid-
ers especially, be aware that many of the insights raised will excite you, make 
you think about the way that our systems are designed, and turn some of your 
training on its head.) 

 
One of the things that struck me and our editorial team the most was a re-
minder that there is no one way to think about mental health, mental illness, 
substance use and addictions. In the Western world, and our medical and 
treatment models, we have become so used to seeing illness as illness, as 
separate, as disease, and not seeing the whole person as part of a family, a 
community, a history and a worldview. At its most basic level, you will see 
instantly that many of the articles in this issue don’t use the words that we, in 
the mental health and addictions fields, are used to. You’ll often not even see 
the words ‘mental illness’ or ‘addiction’ used. Our amazing contributors have 
weaved mental well-being and wellness into a complex tapestry with spiritual, 
physical and social well-being, as well as the historical injustices and current 
realities faced by many Aboriginal people including family violence and abuse, 
child neglect, trauma, discrimination, poverty, and homelessness. The scars of 
colonization and residential schools are still visible—and healing continues. 

I want to thank our contributors for their courage and grace in discussing diffi-
cult topics. I hope this issue is the beginning of a dialogue among and between 
Aboriginal people as well as other British Columbians. Reading the articles in 
this issue humbles me, makes me think about how my own culture shapes my 
identity and my views of health, makes me think about cultural responsibility, 
and makes me feel grateful to have been invited—even a little bit—into the 
hearts and minds of a resilient people. 

21   Harm Reduction and Abstinence— 
More Alike Than Different? Colleen Dell

22     Aboriginal Ethics Guide Ethical Research 
Marlene Castellano

24   Seeking Health Care at Emergency 
Departments—Access issues affecting 
Aboriginal people Annette Browne

26   Canada’s Indian Residential School 
System—Historical Trauma and the 
Aboriginal Healing Foundation Wayne Spear

28     Unprecedented Collaboration—Four 
nations in Northern BC geared to  
“embrace life” Sandra Olson

29     Surviving the Fall—DVD Marie Nightingale

30    Toward Blending the Best of Two Worlds—
The Fraser Region Aboriginal child and 
Youth Mental Health Teams  
Janit Doyle and Virge Silveira
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guest editorial

Cultural Pathways for Decolonization
enous peoples as lesser human beings. The poverty, 
mental health challenges and other struggles faced by 
First Nations stem from colonial policies and practic-
es. These include: the reserve system, laws banning 
spiritual practices, the residential school system and, 
more recently, the “’60s Scoop” of aboriginal children 
by child welfare authorities. Discrimination continues 
to this day; it is still enshrined in policies and practices 
of Canadian social structures. 

Colonization has caused an epidemic of child ap-
prehensions. Children are apprehended today mainly 
because of deprivation and poverty, not because of 
sexual abuse and violence.2 Many caregivers did not 
learn how to care for and raise healthy children; in 
fact, most were not themselves parented because they 
were removed from family and community and put in 
residential school. They know institutional, custodial 
care, but not the healthy nurturing of traditional family 
life. Many of today’s parents and grandparents were 
deprived of an upbringing that would have:

enabled them to develop a relatively secure personal 
and cultural identity3

transmitted and strengthened the relational nature 
of their lives—the connectedness with the land, its 
resources and all other things of the Creator
fostered growth and development that would facilitate 
meaningful bridging between cultures and nations 

 
A way to regain dignity and a community of care
Decolonization refers to a process where a colonized 
people reclaim their traditional culture, redefine them-
selves as a people and reassert their distinct identity.

As a professional educator, mental health practi-
tioner and consultant to First Nations, I see decoloni-
zation as the way to healing and restoring family and 
community health. The process requires:

learning how to learn and undertaking a journey to 
wellness that involves self-care
understanding forces of history that have shaped 
present day lifestyles
discovering, naming and transmitting indigenous 
knowledge, values and ways of knowing, together 
with understanding selected Western ways
applying and adapting both indigenous and Western 
knowledge, values and ways of knowing to address 
present-day challenges effectively

 
First Nations people must take positive control over 
their lives as individuals, families and communities. 
They must build on who they are culturally and un-
derstand history from an indigenous perspective. Re-

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bill Mussell

Before contact with Europeans, Canada’s indig-
enous people enjoyed relatively good health 
and knew cures for many illnesses. Traditional 

wisdom and knowledge of the land as a resource for the 
community was essential for their health and well-being. 

Since contact with—and colonization by—the Eu-
ropeans, First Nations communities have experienced 
serious physical, emotional and spiritual ill health. This 
is evident in physical health problems such as diabetes, 
cardiovascular diseases and cancer, and mental health 
challenges such as violence, abuse, depression, suicide 
and dependence on addictive substances.

Colonization occurs when one people is conquered 
by another people through destroying and/or weaken-
ing basic social structures in the conquered culture and 
replacing them with those of the conquering culture. 

Colonization robbed First Nations of most of their 
land and resources. First Nations people relied on the 
land for making a living in self-sufficient ways. Their 
food supplies came from the rivers, forests and mead-
ows, and materials for clothing and shelter came from 
the trees and animals. They lived in collectives of fami-
lies that shared responsibilities for hunting, ensuring 
shelter needs were met, preparing and preserving food, 
and raising children and taking care of the elderly. How-
ever, with access to their traditional lands seriously re-
stricted, dependence on government and mainstream 
programs and services increased. 

Families were relocated to a much smaller land base 
‘on the reserve.’ At the same time, children were being 
removed from families and placed in the Indian resi-
dential schools. This had devastating effects on the peo-
ple. They could no longer be self-sufficient, proud and 
purposeful. They were not able to provide adequately 
for their families and many experienced starvation. The 
sense of purposelessness was magnified, because the 
children were taken. Loss of the land base meant loss 
of the foundation for their traditional social, economic 
and cultural ways of life. 

Colonization robbed First Nations of their cultural 
inheritance. The death of thousands of people through 
introduced diseases meant that their vast knowledge 
could not be passed on to the survivors. The right of 
parents to pass on what they knew of their culture to 
their children was blocked by oppressive residential 
schools. After two and three generations of the residen-
tial schools, traditional language and culture was dis-
placed by a poorly taught foreign language and alterna-
tive lifestyle. 

Colonization created stigmatization of First Na-
tions. Colonizers viewed and treated Canada’s indig-

Note: In this editorial, Bill 
employs “First Nation” 

to identify communities 
controlled under the Indian 
Act and known previously 

as Indian Bands. “First 
Nation” emerged as anew 
and more relevant name 

after Canada’s constitution 
was amended. The concept 

“aboriginal” refers to 
Canada’s three “First 

Peoples”—the Indians, 
Inuit and Métis—and 

“indigenous” is used to 
describe people of the 

planet who are also 
considered as “First 
People,” such as the 

Maoris of New Zealand. 

Bill is a member of the 
Skwah First Nation, one of 
the 24 Sto:lo First Nations. 
He was first of his village 

to graduate from university. 
His career includes 15 

years of professional work 
in corrections and over 30 

years in post-secondary 
teaching. He is chair and 

president of the Native 
Mental Health Association 

of Canada and chair of 
the First Nations, Inuit and 
Métis Advisory Committee 

to the Mental Health 
Commission of Canada
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letters•

we want your feedback!
If you have a comment about something you’ve read in Visions that you’d like 
to share, please email us at bcpartners@heretohelp.bc.ca with ‘Visions Letter’ 
in the subject line. Or fax us at 604-688-3236. Or mail your letter to the ad-
dress on page 3. Letters should be no longer than 300 words and may be edited 
for length and/or clarity. Please include your name and city of residence. All 
letters are read. Your likelihood of being published will depend on the number 
of submissions we receive.

Visions Journal continues to improve with each issue, both in the quality of the 
articles and range of coverage. The recent issue on Campuses demonstrated 
the attention and support to promote mental health on campus. But there was 
a significant theme missing—the role that fellow students and peers can play in 
assisting early intervention and treatment. 

Counselling and health services ought to be not only actively involved in 
educating the student population about mental health issues and treating those 
that pass through their doors for help, but also recruiting, training and supervis-
ing students to integrate that information and support into the general student 
population. Peers are often the first to observe the symptoms, but have little 
knowledge as to how to proceed in a respectful and effective way. Knowing how 
to help their peers (listen to their concerns, help them identify options, and have 
up-to-date knowledge about referrals) is a must on college campuses. 
—Rey Carr, CEO, Peer Resources, Victoria BC

As a fourth-year university student in BC who has dealt with mental illness for 
most of my life, I found the latest issue of Visions illuminating and encouraging. My 
own experiences with mental health support on campus have been positive. 

During a family member’s illness, I experienced an exacerbation in symptoms and 
decided to visit my university’s health and counselling centre. After year of extremely 
helpful bi-weekly appointments with a university counsellor, I found myself needing 
more support. While my family doctor had difficulty finding me a psychiatrist, the 
health and counselling centre was able to set me up with a university psychiatrist 
within a week. When my personal safety became a concern, the school’s doctors and 
counsellors supported me through a week-long voluntary hospitalization and after-
wards remained very active and supportive in my recovery: I was able to withdraw 
from the courses I was taking without consequences to my academic record, and was 
given assistance with applying to my university’s centre for students with disabilities. 

I want to encourage all post-secondary students to seek help from you school 
if you need it, because help is there. It may be scary approaching strangers for 
support, but the consequences for putting your mental health last—behind read-
ings, assignments, exams, work and family commitments—are much scarier. 
—Anonymous BC university student

Photography disclaimer: Please note that photographs used in the print issue of Visions 
and online at HeretoHelp.bc.ca are stock photographs only for illustrative purposes. Unless clearly 
captioned with a descriptive sentence, they are not intended to depict the writer of an article or any 
other individual in the article. The only regular exception is the guest editor’s photo on page 4.

Footnotes Reminder: If you see a superscripted number in an article, that means there is 
a footnote attached to that point. Sometimes the footnote is more explanation. In most cases, this is a 
bibliographic reference. To see the complete footnotes for all the articles, see the online version of each 
article at www.heretohelp.bc.ca/publications/visions. If you don’t have access to the internet, please 
contact us for the footnotes by phone, fax or mail using the contact information on page 3.

Thank You: A huge thank you to the employees of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada whose 
images originally appeared in the Sharing our Pathways Calendar. Several Aboriginal employees from 
the  calendar agreed that their images could be used for illustrative purposes in this issue of Visions. 
Thank you again!

claiming and building on cultural strengths contrib-
utes to a secure personal and cultural identity for all 
First Nations and other aboriginal groups. Grieving 
and healing of the losses suffered through coloniza-
tion is a further step toward collective wellness and  
self-determination.

During my adult lifetime, I have seen such shifts 
in consciousness and perception of ourselves. In the 
1960s, we usually referred to ourselves as Indians, 
adopting the name and status the Canadian govern-
ment had imposed. But as we addressed more closely 
issues of aboriginal title and rights and increased our 
research, we began to identify ourselves with our tribal names. 

Further change came in the 1980s connected with 
patriation of Canada’s constitution and our self-govern-
ment aspirations. “First Nations” became the popular 
reference for us. This is strong evidence of our growing 
consciousness of our ancestors, our relationship to the 
land and other resources, and the importance of tradi-
tional languages. 

More and more First Nations leaders and workers 
are calling for healing, family restoration and strength-
ened communities of care. These people promote a 
renewal of cultural practices and teaching history from 
an indigenous perspective. They call for education and 
training that combines the best of mainstream and in-
digenous knowledge, and for building the capacity of 
workers to improve the quality of life in their villages. 

A parallel process of consciousness raising must oc-
cur within Canadian society, so stigma and discrimination 
against aboriginal Canadians can be eliminated, both on 
the personal and the structural levels of society.

footnotes

visit heretohelp.bc.ca/publications/visions for Bill’s 
complete footnotes or contact us by phone, fax or email 
(see page 3)
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background

It’s well known that the Abo-
riginal people of Canada face 
a unique set of mental health 

challenges.2 But what may not be 
so well known is that, in a 2002/03 
survey, about 70% of First Nations 
adults living on reserves felt in bal-
ance physically, emotionally, men-
tally and spiritually. And, among 
Aboriginal people living both on 
and off reserve, those who did ex-
perience a mental health problem 
were much more likely than the rest 
of Canadians to seek professional 
help—a positive step towards heal-
ing. In some groups, the number 
of Aboriginal people seeking help 
was as high as 17%—compared to 
the Canadian average of 8%. These 
numbers would probably have 
been even higher if more mental 
health professionals were available 
in isolated areas. 

In spite of this, there are seri-
ous concerns about mental illness 
and social ills such as substance 
abuse, addiction, suicide and vio-
lence among Aboriginal people and 
communities. The imposition of 
European culture and the loss of in-
digenous culture, lifestyle and self-
determination is seen as a major 
cause of health and social problems 
in the population.

Mental health challenges
Suicide 
The loss of human life through 
suicide is a tragic reality in First 
Nations and Inuit communities. 
These two communities 
experience a much higher suicide 
rate than the Canadian population 
as a whole. 

Suicide rates among Inuit are 
shockingly high at six to 11 times 
the Canadian average. In Nunavut 
in particular, 27% of all deaths 
since 1999 have been suicides. This 

Aboriginal Mental Health
The statistical reality1

Saman Khan is one of the highest suicide rates in 
the world, and it continues to rise, 
especially among youth. 

For the First Nations popula-
tion, suicide rates are twice the na-
tional average and show no signs 
of decreasing. However, these rates 
differ from community to commu-
nity. Some communities have had 
“epidemics” of suicide, while others 
have had few or no suicides for sev-
eral years. 

In both Aboriginal groups, fe-
males attempt suicide more often 
than males. This trend is also seen 
in the general Canadian population, 
but the difference in rates is alarm-
ing. While the Canadian average is 
around 4% of females and 2% of 
males reporting they’ve attempted 
suicide, in the Aboriginal survey, it 
was 19% of females and 13% of males.

Rates of completed suicides, 
however, are higher among males. 
And young adults ages 15 to 24 
represent the age group with the 
highest rate of suicides. Completed 
suicides among First Nation young 
adults is five to seven times the 
Canadian average for the same age 
group. 

Youth with a close family mem-
ber who had committed suicide in 
the past 12 months, or who had a 
parent who attended a residential 
school, were more likely to have ex-
perienced suicidal thoughts. 

Depression
Depression is a common and life-
changing mental illness in the Ca-
nadian population. This is especial-
ly true for First Nations people, who 
experience major depression at 
twice the national average. A 1997 
survey found that 16% of First Na-
tion adults living on reserve experi-
enced major depression, compared 
to 8% of the general Canadian pop-
ulation. Of the First Nations people 
in the study who experienced de-
pression, 26% said that depression 
interfered with their lives, com-
pared to 16% of the overall Cana-
dian population. 

Depression rates among the 
Inuit, however, are far below the 
Canadian average. In a Statistics 
Canada survey, only 3% of Inuit 
had suffered a major depressive 
episode. Only 6% were at high 
risk of depression. These findings 
don’t make much sense when we 
consider the extremely high suicide 
rate among this group. One possi-
ble explanation is that the scales 
used to measure depression accu-
rately for the rest of the Canadian 
population, are not as accurate for 
the Inuit. Another explanation is 
that depression among men is not 
easily identified, as it often shows 
itself as alcohol or drug problems, 
violence or conflict with the law.

Saman is a fourth-year 
undergraduate student 

in interdisciplinary arts at 
the University of British 

Columbia. She is also 
the Public Education and 

Communications Assistant 
at Canadian Mental 

Health Association, 
BC Division
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background

Alcohol and Drug Use
Alcohol use is of great concern to 
people in First Nations and Inuit 
communities. Surveys show that:

Around 75% of all residents feel 
alcohol use is a problem in their 
community 
33% indicate that it’s a problem 
in their own family or household 
25% say that they have a person-
al problem with alcohol

This is interesting in light of the fact 
that lower than average numbers of 
First Nations and Inuit people drink 
alcohol. Only 66% of First Nations 
adults living on reserve consumed 
alcohol compared to 76% of the 
general population. This suggests 
that those who do drink, drink heav-
ily, consuming five or more drinks on 
one occasion on a weekly basis. 

Figures drawn from hospital 
records in BC and Alberta show 

•

•

•

that First Nations people, especially 
men, are admitted to hospital for 
problem substance use more often 
than other residents of these prov-
inces. Cannabis use is also common 
among First Nations adults (27%) 
and youth (32%).

The good news is that about 
one-third of survey respondents 
reported that there was progress in 
reducing the amount of alcohol and 
drug use in their communities. 
 
Treatment
Aboriginal people have a holistic 
view of mental wellness. Wellness 
means being in a state of balance 
with family, community and the 
larger environment. Because of 
this, European models of treatment 
that remove the person from their 
surroundings tend not to work for 
this group. 

Culture and spirituality are the 
frameworks of treatment developed 
by first Nations and Inuit communi-
ties. Family and community have a 
key role in helping individuals re-
gain their sense of balance. Effec-
tive treatment involves identifying 
the strengths of families and com-
munities and developing programs 
that build on these strengths. 

“You can’t do it for us, you can 
only do it with us.”3 Aboriginal com-
munities are motivated to take lo-
cal control of health services and to 
come up with their own solutions 
for health challenges. This can cre-
ate a sense of collective pride, which 
is positive step towards boosting 
Aboriginal mental health.  

M. Terry Adler

Terry is an adult educator, 
social worker and art 
therapist, who has 
taught and learned from 
Aboriginal people for 25 
years, through Capilano 
University and the Salishan 
Institute. She has been a 
member of, and volunteer 
for, the Native Mental 
Health Association of 
Canada since 1990
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Charting the Future of Native Mental Health 
in Canada: The NMHAC’s Ten-Year Strategic Plan

The road to the strategic plan
The Native Mental Health Association of Canada grew 
out of the Canadian Psychiatric Association Section 
on Native Mental Health, formed in 1975. Canada’s 
first Indigenous psychiatrist, the late Dr. Clare Brant, 
established the NMHAC in 1990.2 The association is a 
key contributor to the work of the Mental Health Com-
mission of Canada and the First Nations Inuit Health 
Branch (FNIHB) of Health Canada, on behalf of Indig-
enous Canadians.

From the beginning, the board recognized there 
was a need for a national plan to address the mental 
health and wellness needs of First Nations, Inuit, and 
Metis people. They knew that most people working in 
the field were crisis oriented, with little energy or re-
sources to do more. 

T            
he strategic plan of the Native Mental 
Health Association of Canada (NMHAC) is 
a first in the history of Canada. It is a vi-
sion, mission and long-term plan to pro-

mote and enhance native mental health in Canada 
based on Indigenous worldview, a unique perspec-
tive that differs significantly from Western con-
ceptions of mental illness and mental health.”1 

So begins the document that outlines a plan for 
realizing the vision of the NMHAC. That vision is “a 
Canada where First Nations, Inuit and Métis people 
and communities embrace physical, emotional, men-
tal and spiritual health and wellness, maintain their 
diverse cultural and traditional values and beliefs, and 
share the same social justice and economic opportuni-
ties as all other Canadians.”1

“

footnotes

visit heretohelp.bc.ca/
publications/visions 
for Saman’s complete 
footnotes 
or contact us by 
phone, fax or email 
(see page 3)
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background

The board did not have the funding necessary to 
do strategic planning until 2005. That year, FNIHB pro-
vided the NMHAC with funding to develop a 10-year 
national action plan. 

A collaborative process began. Meetings were held 
in Ottawa, Montreal, Vancouver and Duncan on Van-

couver Island over 
a period of two 
years. “Thought 
leaders,” main-
ly of Aboriginal 
background and 
familiar with the 
realities of First 
Nations life, were 
brought together 
to come up with 
guiding values, 

working principles aligned with these values, 
core goals and strategies for meeting these goals. 
The action plan was finalized in April 2008.

The plan’s guiding values
The foundation of the plan consists of value statements 
that serve as guiding principles for the actions of board 
members and other parties with an interest in the 
mental health of Aboriginal people and communities. 
These stated values provide a baseline against which 
the value of new projects and initiatives is measured. 
They help clarify and resolve issues, determine direc-
tion and build community. They include: 

Respect: The inherent worth of all people is implicit 
in all the work done by the NMHAC.
Honouring and including: Inclusiveness and diver-
sity are honoured, and the NHMAC is open to contri-
butions from all those dedicated to health and wellness.
Sharing and caring: The NMHAC is committed to 
creating environments where caring and sharing occur.
Connectedness: NMHAC believes in the connected-
ness of all people to each other and to spirit, the land 
and its resources.
The Circle of Life: NMHAC values people of all ages, 
the ceremonies that celebrate people as they move 
from one stage of life to another, and the spirits of 
our ancestors.
Cultural safety: In a health care relationship, cul-
tural safety begins with the practitioner. The prac-
titioner must recognize structural inequities and 
power imbalances, and understand and challenge 
their role. Cultural safety includes openness to par-
ticipating in cultures other than the one we are born 
into. It also includes owning our inherited cultural 
history and biases, and being aware of how these in-
fluence our beliefs, perceptions and actions. This in-
creases our ability to relate to other people as whole  
human beings.
Literacy: Literacy is about communicating, inter-
preting and translating messages; relationship build-

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ing; transfer of knowledge; and awareness. Inherent 
in this is mental health literacy.
Personal and community empowerment: Em-
powerment comes from a secure sense of personal 
and cultural identity, and is central to healing. The 
NMHAC supports all processes, practices and tools 
of knowledge that assist people and communities 
to build on their own knowledge and strengths to 
empower themselves.
Walking with grandmothers and grandfathers: 
The NMHAC values the experience and wisdom of 
Elders and their vital role in transmitting culture.
Collaboration: People demonstrate collaboration 
when they agree on a mutually important project 
and work together cooperatively for its realization.
Valuing the knowledge of First Nations, Inuit, 
and Metis cultures: NMHAC values the knowledge, 
values and practices of Indigenous peoples within 
Canada and around the world. As we put values into 
practice, we model culturally good ways; we walk 
the talk.
Youth: NMHAC is committed to improving its 
understanding of child and youth realities and 
to creating a safe environment for youth to be-
come active members of the Association. 

The strategic initiatives
NMHAC has committed to 10 goals or initiatives for 
enhancing the mental health of Indigenous people in 
Canada. These goals are interconnected and all are 
equally important (see graph1 below). The board pro-
vides leadership and lobbies for initiatives that contrib-
ute to community, family and individual wellness; it 
does not provide services directly. Three such initia-
tives are:

to develop a national action plan for youth suicide 
prevention
to develop a strategy for youth participation

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

“Mental health is a sign of balance, 
harmony and connectedness among the 

interior aspects of the human person 
(spirit, mind and body) and the world he 

or she lives in. It is a characteristic of 
families and communities, as well as  

individual human beings.”1

JJJ

Research

Sharing Knowledge 
and Experience

Building 
Clearinghouse 

Capacity

Policy Review 
and Advocacy

Partnership 
Development

Family 
Restoration

Youth 
Engagement

Suicide 
Prevention Strategy

Model for 
Governance and 
Organizational 
Development

Raising 
Public 

Awareness
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to champion a centre that promotes family restora-
tion and community development

These goals represent a holistic approach that hon-
ours core Indigenous values of family, community and 
self-determination. These core values are conveyed 
through customs, rituals and ceremonies, which bring 
people together to enjoy the relational nature of life in 
the community. They also help community members 
connect with the teachings of their ancestors. 

The outcome of such practices is a community of 
care—a way of life that was undermined by the effects 
of an oppressive colonial history and by discrimination 
that continues to disadvantage Aboriginal people.

The Strategic Plan in practice
The strategic plan serves a variety of functions. It guides 
decision making about education and training confer-
ences. It helps the NMHAC determine priority activities 
such as the Symposium on Stigma held in Ottawa Oc-
tober 3 to 4, 2007, which was made possible through 
collaboration between the Mood Disorders Society of 
Canada and the NMHAC, with funding by FNIHB. 

The plan guides decision making regarding staff, vol-
unteers and future research. It provides information about 
the NMHAC, and a useful model for other organizations 
engaged in values-based strategic planning. The NMHAC 

•

Aboriginal peoples in Brit-
ish Columbia and other 
areas of Canada face 
unique difficulties access-

ing mental health and addictions 
services. This is having negative ef-
fects on the mental health of Abo-
riginal people, their families and 
their communities. In addition, the 
overall mental health status of Abo-
riginal people in Canada is poorer 
than that of non-Aboriginal people 
by almost every measure.1 

Providing responsive mental 
health and addictions services that 
fit for Aboriginal peoples is of major 
concern to community-based lead-
ers in Aboriginal health. This is also 
a concern for Vancouver Coastal 
Health (VCH), researchers and mem-
bers of the primary health care sec-

Research Summary: Aboriginal Peoples’ 
Experiences of Mental Health and Addictions Care

Victoria Smye, RN, PhD

Victoria is an Assistant 
Professor in the School of 
Nursing at the University 
of British Columbia. She 
holds a New Investigator 
Award from the Canadian 
Institutes of Health 
Research

tor. Because of this concern, these 
groups came together to conduct a 
three year study (2006-2009), now 
in its final year. 

Seeking to improve Aboriginal 
people’s access to care
The goal of the study is to under-
stand how to improve mental health 
and addiction services so they are 
more responsive to the needs of 
Aboriginal people. The objectives of 
the study are: 

to explore Aboriginal clients’ 
experiences of existing mental 
health and addictions care 
to explore, from the point of view 
of Aboriginal clients, how experi-
ences with mental health and ad-
dictions services shape the way 
they use those services 

•

•

to explore, from the point of view 
of mental health and/or addic-
tions service providers, the factors 
that shape how they provide care 
to analyze the experiences of 
both the providers and the clients, 
while considering the social, 
cultural, political, economic and 
historical factors that shape the 
way mental health and addictions 
services are provided 
to use the findings of the study 
to come up with recommenda-
tions about how to provide men-
tal health and addictions care 
to Aboriginal people that is ex-
perienced as culturally safe and 
effective 

To meet these objectives, we con-
ducted in-depth individual and fo-
cus group interviews. Aboriginal 

•

•

•

related 
resources

Aboriginal Healing Foundation: www.ahf.ca
Mental Health Commission of Canada: 
www.mentalhealthcommission.ca/index-en.php

actively seeks partnerships to build better mental health 
in Canada for Indigenous people and all Canadians. 
 
Toward reconciliation
For transformative change to take place, First Nations, 
Inuit and Métis people must grieve and heal from loss-
es they have suffered historically. The relationship be-
tween Aboriginal people and other Canadians must be 
repaired and reconciled. 

Canadians who wish to be part of the process of 
reconciliation can do so by:

familiarizing themselves with Canadian history from 
an Aboriginal perspective
familiarizing themselves with the publications of the 
Aboriginal Healing Foundation and the initiatives of 
the Mental Health Commission of Canada
attending forums and conferences that address is-
sues of importance to Aboriginal people

Print copies of the strategic plan are available from the 
NMHAC, nmhac@telus.net, or at the NMHAC website, 
www.nmhac.ca. 

•

•

•

footnotes
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clients who use mainstream and 
other mental health and addictions 
services were interviewed, as well 
as health care providers working 
in those settings. We also exam-
ined guidelines and policies of the 
organizations where we conducted 
the research.

Historical, political and 
social awareness is crucial
The findings of this three-year 
study point to the importance of 
recognizing and addressing the 
social, economic, political and his-
torical factors that shape health and 
health care—to support Aboriginal 
well-being.

Most of the people interviewed 
in this study have profound histo-
ries of abuse. For many people, the 
abuse started in early childhood 
and continued into adulthood. 
Abuse and violence is most often 
the result of colonizing policies and 
practices (e.g., residential schooling). 

Many people noted how their 
lives have been profoundly affected 
by the trauma enacted on Aborigi-
nal peoples when children were 
forcibly removed from their homes 
to attend residential schools over 
a 150-year period. Although some 
people did not actually attend resi-
dential schools themselves, they 
were affected by the trauma expe-
rienced by their parents and grand-
parents (intergenerational trauma). 

Not surprisingly, many of the 
people we’ve interviewed expressed 
a lack of trust, respect and safety 
connected to lifelong trauma. Un-
fortunately, these feelings are some-
times re-created, often unwittingly, 
by policies, services and practices 
within our health care system. This 
is what Paul Farmer describes as 
“structural violence.”2 

As one female participant in 
the study noted, “I shared a room 

with a guy [in the hospital]...then 
on the other side of the corridor, 
a friend of mine...is in the hospi-
tal too and she’s sharing that room 
with a guy. Like why didn’t they put 
us together?” This woman, who had 
experienced abuse and ongoing vio-
lence in her life, was retraumatized 
when she had to “share a room with 
a guy” in the hospital setting—now a 
common practice in hospitals in BC. 

This example caused us to ask, 
who shares a room with a guy and 
what impact does that have for those 
people with abuse histories (female 
or male) or for those people whose 
beliefs conflict with such a prac-
tice? This particular woman didn’t 
feel she had the power to refuse to 
share a room—she was near home-
less (impoverished), drug addicted, 
living with a mental illness and 
extremely ill. Policy makers need 
to reflect on the impact of policies 
such as ‘co-ed rooms’ in hospitals.

In another example, a male 
participant in the study de-
scribes his experience as fol-
lows: “Within the system 
there is some prejudiced peo-
ple in there and I try not to 
get too mad with them when 
I find out that they’re preju-
diced. They don’t like Natives 

and they don’t like drug addicts.” 
Several participants in the study 
described experiences such as this, 
where they weren’t sure why they 
were being treated badly. Was it 
their drug addiction, being Native, 
being HIV+, being homeless or the 
fact that they had a mental illness 
that created the tension? 

Race, class, gender, ability 
and so on can intersect to create 
a powerful oppressive force within 
systems of care. Health care provid-
ers need to reflect on the ways that 
their own attitudes and beliefs may 
impact the way they treat clients in 
these settings.

In a third example, a woman 
describes her living conditions: 
“There must be something wrong 
with me. I won’t go shower, I take 
sponge baths in my room...the ho-
tel is so skungy...” This woman, like 
many others in the study, is living 

with a mental illness, drug addic-
tion and HIV illness. She’s afraid to 
use the bathroom she shares at the 
hotel where she lives because it’s 
so dirty—she’s afraid of catching 
something. 

Most participants in this study 
are homeless or near homeless. The 
lack of safe housing in BC poses a 
serious threat to the safety and well-
being of this client group. Housing 
is not adequately addressed within 
mental health and addictions sys-
tems of care.3

Many factors influence 
safe and effective care
These examples are not intended 
to suggest that Aboriginal people 
don’t have positive experiences 
with health care and good out-
comes. Rather, they are intended to 
point out the risk of not taking into 
account all the issues that influence 
health and health care—peoples’ 
histories, poverty, racism, discrimi-
nation, stigma and so on. Social 
and political awareness needs to 
inform how health care is thought 
about and delivered, to ensure poli-
cies and practices are safe and ef-
fective for all people. 
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Spirit Beads, Resilience and Residential School

Madeleine Dion Stout
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Note: In writings on the 
impact of colonization 
on Aboriginal people, 
certain words—such 
as Survivor, Residential 
School and Residential 
School Legacy—are often 
capitalized. 

In 1994, I made a trip to Whitehorse, Yukon, where 
I bought a baby belt that had been hanging in the 
Trading Post there since 1982, the same year it 
was made. The baby belt was made by a beader 

named Doris Fulban in Old Crow, home of the Vuntut 
Gwitchin First Nation and the only Yukon community 
north of the Arctic Circle. Belts like this are worn across 
a woman’s shoulder and bosom and are tied at the 
back. They bind babies to their mothers, aunties and 
grandmothers for safety, security and finery. 

The full length of the baby belt is decorated with 
showy but softly coloured, heart-shaped flowers and 
rich green leaves. Pearl-like grey beads cover the rest 
of the belt, except for the blue beads sewn all along 
the edges. Colourful trade beads and yarn tassels hang 
along one length of it.

I placed this magnificent piece of beadwork in my 
workspace so I could feast my eyes on it whenever I 
looked up from my work. I would gaze upon this beau-
tiful baby belt, only to remember my mother, who 
drew heart-shaped flowers for the beadwork she never 
had time to do. My mother, who dreamed of having 
so many cows that the farthest one would be a mere 
dot on the horizon. My mother, the nurturer of many 
children who went away to residential school.

One day, after many months of training my eyes 
on the perfectly beaded baby belt, I was startled by 
some freakish beauty in it—the splash of colour, the 
echo, the home and the moment that can only be seen 
in stark contrast to faded colours, silence, homeless 
spirits and dying moments. A few dark-orange beads 
had been sewn among much lighter-coloured ones in 
one of the flowers. These beads were so out of the ordi-
nary and so absorbing I couldn’t help but marvel at them.

I had discovered what are sometimes called “spirit 
beads.” 

I knew that some bead artists deliberately place 
spirit beads of competing colours in an otherwise per-

fect design. I was also aware that discovering the rogue 
beads is a gift, especially if lessons are drawn from 
them. 

The spirit beads in this baby belt move me beyond 
simply appreciating this beautiful work of art. On the 
one hand, they show me how important and dignified 
being different can be. On the other, the spirit beads 
remind me that creative, therapeutic and perfectionist 
handiworks reveal both human strengths and frailties. 
Resilience 
Resilience has many meanings and manifestations. 

Some see it as being able to bend without break-
ing and to spring back once we are bent.1 In this case, 
resilient people usually manage to have good lives with 
steady jobs, long marriages and no mental illness even 
though they’ve lived high-risk lives and have had many 
problems.2 Others say it is a search for success rather 
than an explanation for failure, especially where indig-
enous people, like First Nations, are concerned.3

Resilience is important for survival, but it is not 
always realized in a positive way. For example, gangs 
and drug dealers may show resilience, but their way of 
surviving does little to restore health and wholeness to 
families, communities and nations.

When it comes to resilience, spirit beads can show 
us how important it is to examine and re-examine the 
obvious. They teach us that resilience is quite simply 
getting along with people, getting through our respon-
sibilities and getting out of situations that might cause 
us further harm. 

Clearly, spirit beads are embedded in cultural tra-
ditions and customs. However, we Aboriginal people 
are not just cultural beings, even if we’re often seen 
as such by the rest of Canadian society. While it’s im-
portant to define who we are through our culture, this 
view becomes too narrow when it suggests that no one 
has to work hard on the non-cultural (social, political, 

Old Crow Baby Belt—A Cultural Form of Knowledge Transfer

>>
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economic) aspects of our lives—not even Aboriginal 
people themselves.

But resilience is not merely a catch-all basket for 
resolving problems like substance abuse, poverty and 
child neglect. It is really a power shift, and it needs to 
take place within all of us. 

How do spirit 
beads, resilience 
and residential 
school relate to one 
another? 
It is now a well-known 
fact that residential 
schools have had a nega-
tive impact on Survivors, 
their families and com-
munities. In a BC-specific 
study of 127 survivors of 
the Canadian residential 
school system, only two 
subjects did not suffer a 
mental disorder.4

As survivors, we of-
ten remark on how dif-

Everything Is Related
Unemployment, mental health and addiction—
and the need for cooperative action

I lived and worked in the ad-
dictions field in Nunavut, the 
Northwest Territories and Yu-

kon for a combined period of 20 
years. I had the privilege of working 
directly with First Nations and Inuit 
people while in the North and have 
very fond memories of the people I 
worked and lived with there.

In 1983, the Canadian Men-
tal Health Association (CMHA) 
came out with a report titled Un-
employment: Its Impact on Body 
and Soul. I requested a copy from 
CMHA in 1986, because I was very 
concerned about the devastating 
impact unemployment was hav-

hol and drug program in the 97% 
Inuit community. Within a week of 
arriving, I found myself helping the 
Anglican minister put a man in his 
early twenties, who had committed 
suicide, into a plywood box. 

I believe there were eight sui-
cides that year in the tiny hamlet of 
970 people. All were committed by 
men, all were Inuit and most were 
19 to 25 years of age. I was 25 at 
the time and wondered why men 
my age were dying so often. I also 
thought that if the same percent-
age of people committed suicide in  
Toronto, it would be considered a 
huge national crisis. >>

ing in the Nunavut community where 
I worked. 

The report fit exactly what I was 
seeing in the community. It linked 
unemployment to addictions, fam-
ily violence, mental illness and 
a host of other health and social 
problems. It confirmed that unem-
ployment could destroy people, re-
lationships and communities. 

Too many suicides,
too much pain
My first posting in the north was 
in Coppermine, NWT (now Kugluk-
tuk, Nunavut). I moved there in 
1985 to coordinate the local alco-

Andy Sibbald
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a passion for writing, 
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and helping communities 
address systemic health 

and social issues. Andy has 
a daughter in Yellowknife 
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wife in Nanaimo. He can 

be contacted at 
sibbald@shaw.ca

Spirit Beads: One of Canada’s Wonders

ficult it is to move past our pain and to overcome the 
trauma we suffered from residential school. But, we 
are determined to get on with our lives and are doing 
this mostly in everyday living. Something as simple as 
taking time in one’s day to reflect on a human creation 
such as the baby belt can transform that creation into 
a ready and relevant tool for analyzing our experiences 
in residential school. In this way, resilience becomes a 
part of living our lives. 

Spirit beads push compassion into us and pull soli-
darity out of us. For its part, resilience praises doers 
and prizes doing. The spirit beads in the baby belt that 
is now in my hands are merely misplaced beads until 
they are reasoned out. And resilience is just a personal-
ity trait, if it is not lived by us. The residential school 
legacy will remain a place of worthless human suffer-
ing—unless it moves all kindred spirits to create and 
nurture caring spaces together. 

Spirit Beads, Resilience and Residential School | continued from previous page
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mind matters
BC’s Mental Health E-news

Stay abreast of what’s happening in 
mental health with Mind Matters!

Mind Matters is CMHA BC Division’s 
monthly newsletter for people 
with mental illness, family, friends, 
advocates, mental health service 
providers, and intersted citizens. 
Delivered conveniently to your e-mail 
inbox, it contains: 

CMHA news across BC
mental health news and research
new programs and public
 education events
Information on mental health 
courses, workshops and conferences

•
•
•

•

Sign-up, its free!
www.cmha.bc.ca

The community was in con-
stant grief, and alcohol and drugs 
provided some relief from the con-
stant emotional pain. I had never 
known the kind of despair I saw in 
that community. 

Men, the hunter-providers, 
disenfranchised
As I watched what happened in the 
community, I began noticing that 
most of the suicides happened af-
ter a relationship had ended. The 
young men involved had few other 
sources of pleasure and self-worth. 
They often had no paid employment 
and a limited role in the community. 

Unlike women, who retained 
their role as mothers and home-
makers, the men’s traditional role 
of hunter and provider for their 
community and extended family 
had been dramatically diminished 
by the monetary culture. Those 
most in need of meat for their 
families were often the least able to 
hunt. They didn’t have the money 
to buy modern equipment—rifles, 
snowmobiles and boats, for in-
stance—and fuel. 

The males without jobs oc-
casionally went hunting and oth-
erwise wandered around town, 
pursuing fellowship and intimate 
relationships. If not in an intimate 
relationship, they were painfully 
aware that they had no construc-
tive role. The response to this was 
directing anger inward through sui-
cide attempts, or lashing out and 
then feeling great guilt and shame. 
It was sad to see this role loss mani-
fest itself in domestic violence, al-
coholism, depression and a host of 
other problems. 

The need for coordinated 
services—and the lack of will
There are few ongoing programs, if 
any, that directly address the loss 
of the male role in Inuit and First 
Nation communities. Many small 
northern communities offer pro-
grams ranging from adult educa-
tion and daycare to stopping family 
violence and alcohol abuse. Pauktu-
utit, the National Inuit Women’s As-
sociation, does a good job of bring-

ing up women’s issues—but there 
is no comparable program for men. 

Our small agency, the Copper-
mine Awareness Centre, was use-
ful—over 30 people went to treat-
ment in my first year there. As we 
made progress, however, we experi-
enced some resistance. People who 
were unreliable in their jobs because 
of alcohol abuse were threatened 
by a pool of sober people ready to 
go to work. They wanted to get the 
sober people back to drinking.

After about nine months, I re-
alized that counselling would not 
address the root causes of alcohol 
abuse problems in the community: 
the systemic issues like overcrowd-
ed housing, unemployment and 
poverty. Unemployment in this com-
munity was—literally—killing people. 

I wanted to work with the local 
hunters and trappers association 
(Kugluktuk Angoniatit Association), 
federal unemployment and eco-
nomic development departments, 
hamlet council and staff, Kugluk-
tuk Housing Association and local 
contractors. I thought we could 
maximize jobs, start apprentice-
ship programs and stimulate the lo-
cal economy by using local workers 
to build schools, arenas and houses. 
This would decrease dependency 
on outside expertise, put needed 
money in people’s pockets and help 
local people develop the skills and 
experience necessary to gain em-
ployment in other communities. 

I began to meet with local 
federal and territorial employees 
about developing a plan that would 
address the unemployment in the 
community. When I talked about 
a coordinated approach to dealing 
with health and social issues, they 
were seldom interested. I became 
very tired of being told—by people 
less aware of the despair and pain 
we saw every day in the alcohol 
and drug centre—that there was 
no relationship between housing, 
economic development, recreation, 
mental health and addictions, and 
the massive health and social issues 
facing communities. There seemed 
to be no willingness, leadership or 
vision to create employment, hope >>
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for the young or a comprehensive 
health and social plan. 

The local social worker and nurs-
es were so busy doing their own jobs 
that they had no time to initiate group 
efforts. The Anglican minister saw 
the need to work to- 
gether, but found the 
same lack of cooperation. 

When I saw 27 
cases of liquor sitting 
at the airport one day, 
it was clear that my 
efforts at coordina-
tion were not result-
ing in any behavioural 
change. The liquor 
was for the local men 
returning from their 
three-week stint at a 
mining camp on Great 
Bear Lake. The men’s 
return always occa-
sioned one big party in the town, 
which caused a marked increase 
in public drunkenness, family vio-
lence, child neglect, assaults, sexual 
assaults and more. 

The hamlet also held “beer 
dances,” where you got six beers 
with your $25 ticket. This also cre-
ated huge problems in the commu-

nity, but the hamlet—which was a 
funder of our program—refused to 
acknowledge that there was any re-
lationship between the beer dances 
and the assaults and so on that oc-
curred on those nights.

Fostering local responsibility
Government departments need to 
assume a real leadership role in 
making agency coordination hap-
pen at a local level. They need to 
stop sending in teams from out-
side communities to apply band-
aid solutions when there’s a major 

tragedy. This happens regularly. A 
few days of help from an external 
“crisis team” answers the politi-
cal question of what the govern-
ment is doing about a crisis, but it 
wastes money and has few, if any, 

long-term benefits, And it 
excuses local agencies and 
people from taking respon-
sibility for dealing with 
their own issues. Leader-
ship in the North must help 
communities to find their 
own culturally appropriate, 
community-specific solu-
tions to local problems.

Today, 25 years later, 
the observations contained 
in the CMHA report con-
tinue to be highly relevant. 
The devastating impacts 
of unemployment are still 
glaringly evident in small 

northern communities. And the 
need for coordinated approaches 
to complex health and social prob-
lems remains. 

Earl Joe’s Story
Donna Panitow This story is extracted, with Earl Joe’s permission, 

from the full-length interview with Earl Joe that 
was used for making the DVD Aboriginal Jour-

neys in Mental Health: Walking the Path Together

Trauma and lost identity
Earl Joe is a member of the Spallumcheen First Nation 
from Enderby, BC, a community of about 800 people. 
He and many other members of his community grew 
up physically, emotionally and spiritually abused in 
foster homes and residential schools. 

“I lost my identity as being First Nations from resi-
dent school, because they brainwashed us [into believ-
ing] that we were savages.” This led him to suppress 
his feelings until he was so numb he found it extremely 
difficult to express them. It was only later in life when 
he found a more effective healing path that Earl was 
able to feel again.

“I do a lot of crying just to release that anger and 
that bitterness,” he says. “There’s a lot of burdens that 

Donna recently graduated 
from Simon Fraser 

University with a BA in 
Communication and 
Political Science. She 

is currently working as 
Communications Assistant 

at the Canadian Mental 
Health Association, 

BC Division

a person carries, a lot of hurts and a lot of painful areas 
of your life.”

A confusion of alcohol and depression
“I look back at my life—how I tried to destroy myself 
with alcohol—and all along I had this bipolar.” 

Earl experienced depression earlier in life, but he 
thought it was because of his drinking. Later in life, 
however, he received another diagnosis. “Because I 
had this disease of alcoholism, I relied on that [diagno-
sis] for years and years, and I thought I had that until 
30 years later. Then I was diagnosed with bipolar.”

He says, “I don’t want to take a whole whack of 
pills—it’s not me. I just want to zero in on that concept 
of bipolar, because that’s my master. That leads to my 
depression; it leads to alcoholism.”

“There are more better days today in the here and 
now, because I’m a recovering alcoholic... but I still 
have down days.” 

“What keeps me going is my sobriety.”
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Bipolar disorder—a scattered, twisted world
“I feel that I’m not a whole person,” Earl says of his 
bipolar condition. It’s “hard to explain because I’m all 
over the place, all over the map, and I feel like I’m all 
over the world, and living with this is very hard.” 

Earl has general mental confusion and can’t prop-
erly communicate his thoughts and feelings. “You live 
in a scattered world.” Other symptoms he experiences 
are moodiness, restlessness, irritability and difficulty 
concentrating.

“I don’t even understand what I go through at 
times because it’s so messed; it’s so twisted mentally, 
twisted emotionally.” In order to understand his illness, 
he sometimes has “to sit back and get grounded and 
say ‘Hey, what’s the matter with me?’”

Earl goes through emotionally high states during 
which he is overcome with confidence and has ex-
tremely positive feelings about himself. He also goes 
through times of hyperactivity and sleeplessness. 

But these times are always followed by disastrous 
plummets, so that once again he’s “stuck in that mesh 
of depression.” 

Earl’s bipolar condition causes him to isolate him-
self a lot of the time. “Sometimes I feel like I’m nobody 
and that hurts, because it brings a lot of tears and I feel 
different from many other people” 

He wishes others could understand the devastating 
nature of his illness. “Associating with my family, with 
bipolar—they don’t understand that I have this. Eve-
rybody thinks I’m weird. My whole community thinks 
I’m weird.” 

“	I	just	want	to	ZERO	in	on	that	concept	of	bipolar,	because	
that’s	my	master.	That	LEADS	to	my	DEPRESSION;	it	

LEADS	to	ALCOHOLISM.”

Aboriginal Journeys in Mental Health: Walking the Path Together is a 36-minute documentary 
featuring personal stories told by Aboriginal people who are recovering from and/or living with 
mental illness and by family members. The film captures the importance of balancing traditional 
Aboriginal approaches to healing with conventional approaches to assessment and treatment. 
The DVD was officially launched in 2006, funded by the Fraser Health Authority and produced 
by Bear Image Productions. Planning partners included Fraser Health’s Mission Mental Health,
Mission Indian Friendship Centre Society, Sto:lo Nation Health Support Services, and 
BC Partners for Mental Health and Addictions Information.

For information on ordering the DVD, contact BC Partners at 1-800-661-2121 or 604-669-7600.

Earl has seen how bipolar-related suicides have sent 
ripples throughout his community in the past. “It’s a 
deadly illness for anybody; it doesn’t matter what race 
you are.”

Moving toward health and wholeness
Earl recognizes that his bipolar disorder puts him at 
risk of suicide. “It leads to many dysfunctional feelings 
... and there’s times that I want to commit suicide be-
cause I’m not all there.”

But he also acknowledges that he needs to reach 
out for help. “That’s a dangerous place... and I recog-
nize today that I need to go out and get help for it; the 
help of treatment centres.” 

“I want to be somebody who lives a healthy life.” 
Seeing a therapist and taking medication to treat 

his bipolar condition are helping Earl achieve a health-
ier life. He also strongly recommends attending self-
help groups and making use of any available commu-
nity resources.

Traditional and cultural practices play an equally 
crucial role in his healing. “Just listening to the drums 
and the elders... that really helped me.” He also takes 
herbs alongside his medication and attends sweat 
lodges, which helps relieve stress associated with bipo-
lar disorder and depression. 

Simple physical exercise makes a big difference to 
his well-being, as does finding time for stillness. “I have 
to go for a walk or take time out and meditate and say 
my prayers, and that’s one of the ways that I can help 
myself.”

Aboriginal Journeys in Mental Health: Walking the Path Together (DVD)
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My day usually starts with 
bringing coffee to the 
people who gather behind 

Lake City Ford, a common meeting 
area with benches that overlooks 
the stampede grounds. The number 
of people varies from day to day, 
ranging from three to eight people. 
Most are of First Nation ancestry 
from surrounding communities. 

If people are there, it usually 
means that they’ve slept outside un-
der bleachers at the baseball fields 
or under the overpass on Highway 
97. Most of the them are older and 
have homes in the surrounding 
communities, but they come here 
to socialize, as not many people 
visit them when they’re at home. 

A few of them are truly home-
less. They come to have coffee with 
the others, and to get in touch with 
me, because they know I’ll be there. 
And I’d say that 75% of my clients 
are First Nation.

Some of the homeless people 
have been outside for more than 
three months. They were living in 
camps under the juniper bushes 
that used to dot the stampede 
grounds—until someone decided 
they shouldn’t be there and com-
plained to the city council. The City 
then had workers cut down some 
of the trees and take the people’s 

“Cowboy Dave”
Just one story from the Cariboo streets

Wayne Lucier

Wayne works as the 
Homeless Outreach 

Advocate for the Canadian 
Mental Health Association 

in Williams Lake. Before 
joining CMHA, Wayne 
worked as a life skills 
coach for the Cariboo 

Chilcotin Métis Association, 
where he also ran a 
daily lunch program 

for street people

belongings to the dump. This hap-
pened just before I got my position 
as the outreach worker. 

Cowboy Dave—A few new starts
The first person that I helped was 
one of the people who had a camp 
under a juniper and had returned to 
find the tree cut down and all his be-
longings gone. I found him a place 
to live and by the afternoon he had 
keys to his new home. Then I got him 
into the social assistance office. 

Life slowly started to change 
for Cowboy Dave (a nickname that 
I started to call him). After being in 
his new place for a couple of weeks 
he approached me to ask for help 
to get into detox. It took seven days 
to get him a place in Kamloops. The 
bad news is, when he returned from 
Kamloops his friends had a party 
to celebrate—and got him evicted. 
This is a fairly common thing that 
happens when people come back 
from detox, and sometimes even 
when they return from treatment 
centres.

So we started over. This time 
Cowboy Dave found a place on his 
own, and I helped him move his 
belongings to his new residence. 
Once settled, he started talking to 
me about going back to work on 
one of the local ranches. He got a 
job and for a few weeks I didn’t see 
him—until he came back to town 
with a broken wrist. He broke it 
when he got bucked off his horse. 
Just plain bad luck. Not being able 
to work, he started to slowly drift 
back to the streets and same old 
habits.

Cowboy Dave then decided to 
move back to his reserve, which 
is about a 40-minute drive from 
town. He decided that was the easi-
est way to stay off the streets and 

“I like who I am today, with the help of the teach-
ing of the Elders.” They’ve helped Earl recognize that 
he is not a “nobody,” and that his bipolar condition 
doesn’t have to isolate him from the rest of the com-
munity. 

“There are a lot of spiritual helpers out there to 
help you to walk through your painful journey—be-
cause bipolar is a very painful journey.” 

In addition, family and community support are es-
sential, as they comprise the backbone of the First Na-
tion concept of being a whole person.

Earl advises people living with bipolar disorder to 
“go do things that you really like doing.” For himself: 

“I love to draw animals or listen to Native music that 
inspires me.” 

He also urges people to “stay away from drugs, go back 
to your people, and learn your traditional language.”
 
Healing through helping
Earl aspires to be an addictions and substance abuse 
counsellor to help him stay on top of his illness and to 
help others.1 “It’s a deadly disease. What scares me is 
ending my life and I don’t want that. I want to go out 
and help my people. This is number one for me.” 

He has accepted the challenges that come with bi-
polar disorder. “It’s okay to have this illness.”
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stay away from his friends.
It’s been six months now since 

Dave went back to his reserve. I still 
see him every now and then, when 
he comes in and does his shopping. 
He always has a smile on his face, 
and we sometimes go for coffee. 

He still goes on a binge every 
now and then, but nothing like it 
was before, when it was an every-
day thing. He now has a girlfriend 
in town and sometimes stays with 
her, but is sober when I see him. 
He also quite often checks on some 
of the Elders that he used to hang 
around with, to make sure they’re 
okay, which I think is pretty cool. 

I believe Cowboy Dave just got 
sick and tired of being sick and tired.

Finding housing 
takes a lot of luck
Things are not easy on our streets. 
Not that they’re easier anywhere 
else, but our winters are pretty 
cold. The Cariboo Friendship Soci-
ety shelter has been running at full 
capacity (35) for the past year and 
there is nowhere else to go. 

Williams Lake has a zero vacancy 
and most landlords are now running 
ads that say they prefer working people. 
The average rent has increased by $250 
in the two years since August 2006. A 
three-bedroom house that would have 
rented for $850 then, now, in Septem-
ber 2008, rents for up to $1,500. Single 
people on income assistance cannot 
afford to live in our city. 

Banishing the Shame From My Life

As a Métis man with bipolar illness, I have worn 
a mantle of shame—a sackcloth of self-loath-
ing, fear of exposure and a deep sense of fail-
ure—for most of my life. 

My Métis family has had roots in Western Cana-
da since the 1780s. As half-breeds, we were always 
in denial of who we were and our proud history. Our 
greatest hero, Louis Riel, was at that time held to be 
a traitor, and we felt 
the scorn of the white 
community. 

As an Aboriginal, 
I seem to have ac-
quired this sense of 
shame very early in 
my life; I always felt 
second-rate. Poverty and the way we lived, scrabbling a 
living from unyielding stony ground, reinforced my feel-
ings of worthlessness.

And, as a young boy, I was sexually abused on sev-
eral occasions by a drunken neighbour woman. I was 
ashamed and too terrified to tell my father and mother, 
because I knew I’d be beaten for making up stories. My 
father was a violent alcoholic who delighted in physi-
cally and mentally abusing my mother, my brother and 
myself.

In hindsight, it’s clear to me that my bipolar illness 
manifested itself in my youth. Intense emotional out-
bursts and feelings, compulsive talking and dark days 
of hopeless despair were the cycle of my life. I was 
taken to a family doctor once or twice, but no firm 

“... I did  journey toward that light—it was a 
place of peace for me—at last. But somehow 

I knew I couldn’t stay there.”

diagnosis was made. The doctor told my parents I’d 
“grow out of it.” What “it “ was, was never explained 
to me. And though no professional ever labeled me “re-
tarded,” my parents put that handle on me. 

By extraordinary will power (many of us bipolar suf-
ferers have it), I was able to function somewhat in the 
world. Though I was called “disruptive” and “uncoop-
erative” in school, I maintained above average grades. 

School, however, 
was a pressure 
cooker of adoles-
cent emotions 
and feelings that 
I couldn’t bear—
so I quit. 

I went into 
the construction trade, because it was “manly” and I 
didn’t want my father to say I was weak and stupid. 
I come from a cowboy family where no one was ever 
allowed to say he was tired, hurting or just couldn’t 
cope. 

I married young and in four years we had three 
children—all boys. I wasn’t prepared or equipped to be 
a father and sank into deep despair. I turned to alco-
hol for relief from these intense feelings. For a time, it 
did banish the despondency and gave me a feeling of 
peace and a heightened sense of self worth.

Alcohol, in its addiction, is the great remover. It 
can remove a little stain from your clothing, a feeling of 
nervousness when in stressful situations, or the anger 
that arises from frustrations on the job. In my case, it 

Ron Nunn

Ron was born in St. 
Laurent, Manitoba, where 
his family ranched, and 
he spent his teen years in 
Winnipeg. After working in 
the construction trade, Ron 
majored in First Nation 
Studies at the University of 
Northern British Columbia. 
He now writes for outdoor 
magazines and a Canada-
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The homeless count in our city 
is in the seventies when you count 
the number of people who are 
couch surfing from place to place, 
or the number of families that live 
together because they can’t afford 
to live on their own. We also have 
one landlord who owns 75% of 
the apartments in our city, so that 
when he evicts someone, it makes 
it very hard for them to find some-
where else to live.

I feel helpless when I have no 
solutions for many of my clients. 
But I still get lucky and find places 
for some of them. When that hap-
pens it makes it all worthwhile. 
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I finally became willing to let Him take me to better 
things—I had come to a place of readiness to deal with 
my alcohol addiction and mental illness. 

When I was released on bail, Alcoholics Anony-
mous (AA) became my place of recovery. After my trial 
and serving 13 months of a two-year sentence for as-
sault with a weapon and endangering the life of a po-
lice officer, I stayed close to AA and the program of re-
covery. My mental illness, unfortunately, did not respond 
to the medications given me upon release from prison. 

Fourteen years later, living in northern BC, I was 
still falling into cycles of depres-
sion and mania. I was diagnosed 
with all sorts of things, from dys-
thymia (i.e., chronic depression/
low mood) to having a severe 
personality disorder. No medica-
tions were prescribed, save for a 
brief regime of Prozac.

Finally, while attending uni-
versity—18 years after being 
released from prison—a psy-
chiatrist at the regional hospital 
psychiatric outpatient clinic re-
viewed my history and came to 
the conclusion that I had bipolar 
illness. This was the first time 
that an accurate diagnosis of my 
illness had been made. Unfortu-
nately, the antidepressants and 
mood stabilizers he prescribed 
triggered profound depression 
and a third suicide attempt.

After my 10-year second 
marriage ended, I moved to 
southern BC and was referred to 
a psychiatrist who specialized in 
bipolar treatment. A new regime 

of medication was prescribed—and my life changed. 
The emotional intensity that had been so much a 
driving force in my life became manageable. The pro-
found highs and lows of mania and depression became 
smaller bumps.

Recovery was still slow until, in later years, I dealt 
with the issues of my early life. Professional counselling 
helped me release the dark demons that drove me, and 
at last I was able to walk in the light of hope and peace.

Even though I’ve undergone many dark days of 
despair, I thank the Great Spirit for all the paths I’ve 
walked in my journey of self-discovery. I am of Aborigi-
nal heritage and honour the ways of my Métis people 
and put that knowledge into my life to serve my fel-
low man. Not every day is perfect: there are still peri-
ods of depression and mania in my life. But I’ve been 
given the skills to cope with and survive the illness that 
would destroy me. I no longer wear the rags of shame, 
but walk with my head always turned toward the light. 
And I walk proudly.

removed my wife and job and any mental stability I’d 
had. Eventually, it almost removed my life.

When I was teenager, I attempted suicide and it 
was dismissed as youthful rebellion. In my late 20s, 
I diagnosed my self as hopeless and insane, and one 
night, after an unusually intense day of feeling despair, 
I decided to end my life. 

In my insanity, I was unaware that my wife—ter-
rified by my behaviour and threats of suicide—had 
called the police to our home, then had fled. My mem-
ory of this event isn’t clear, but I was later told that 
I had a shotgun in my 
hand. Maybe I wanted 
to go out in a blaze 
of gunfire. When I 
heard a loud pound-
ing on the door, I sud-
denly believed that a 
group of low-lifers I’d 
fought with outside 
the bar earlier that 
evening had come to 
get me. I fired up into 
the air—and then the 
front door crashed 
open. All I could make 
out was hands holding 
guns pointed at me. 
Someone opened fire 
and I felt the bullets 
strike my body; it felt 
like a punch that hurt 
deep inside, then a 
tightness and a burn-
ing sensation. I went 
down in pool of blood 
and was soon sur-
rounded by police with 
very worried faces. I wanted to die. A white light filled 
my eyes and I passed out. 

This may sound trite, but I did journey toward 
that light—it was a place of peace for me—at last. But 
somehow I knew I couldn’t stay there. 

The next thing I knew, I was conscious of was a 
voice saying, “Breathe.” I sucked in a big lungful of 
air—and was in the back of an ambulance with sirens 
screaming, on my way to the hospital. There, I under-
went surgery to patch up the damage the bullets had 
done. My right arm was shattered and I lost most of 
my right kidney, my entire left kidney and about three 
feet of bowels.

Turning to the light of hope
My healing journey has been long and difficult. 

After the shooting incident, a three month period 
in the hospital began the healing of my shattered body. 
Later, locked in a jail cell awaiting a bail hearing, I cried 
out in despair and anguish, asking God to help me. 
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A smart girl, but . . .
Growing up, I was always one of 
the good kids. Top student, perfect 
attendance, math awards, honour 
roll. I graduated early, with great 
marks and wanted to become a 
lawyer. 

In September 2005, I moved 
into Winnipeg from my reserve 
to start university, fully sponsored 
by my Tribal Council. But when I 
saw all the money my friends from 
back home had—they were hus-
tling crack—I was immediately ad-
dicted. Money, money, money—it’s 
like a drug! Hey, I could have all the 
nice things I’ve always wished for. I 
had a fresh sound system put in my 
car by one of my buddies—com-
plete with a CD deck, two 15-inch 
subwoofers and an amazing ampli-
fier. It was pounding! I loved it. 

I never touched the crack, but I 
made money just by driving around 
with my buddies. They’d pay for 
my meals, hotel rooms, gas, enter-
tainment—everything, basically. I 
felt like nobody could touch me.

My parents started getting calls 
from the university because I wasn’t 
going to classes, and my sponsor-
ship was in jeopardy. I didn’t care; I 
was out having fun with “my crew,” 
you know.

In October, I was evicted from 
my apartment for having too many 
people come in and out, and my 
buddy went to jail. Then I met a guy 
who I thought I fell in love with, but 
he went to jail, too, not long after 
my friend did. I was left alone.

My school was slipping. What 
was once my favourite thing to brag 
about had become a big shadow 
over my mind. Growing up, I was 
always the smart one, the one peo-
ple thought would go far in life. And 
here I was, alone, with nobody to 
talk to. I started doing coke heav-
ily and partying whenever I could. 
It got so bad that I was kicked out 

of school again. It was the third 
time—my mom kept fighting to 
keep me in my classes.

My parents came into the city 
to help me speak with my teachers 
and the dean university. Because 
my marks were great; it was just 
my attendance that was a major 
concern. They came to my aunt-
ie’s, where I was now staying, and 
started giving me shit because of 
how bad I was doing in the city. 
Then they went to their hotel, say-
ing they’d be back in the morning. 
I started crying endlessly, trying to 
figure out what I was here for. I felt 
so bad because I’d let down the 
people I love the most, the people 
who cared for me more than I cared 
for myself. I started digging around 
my auntie’s place and found pills of 
all kinds—and took them. The last 
thing I remember was being really 
hot, and falling asleep on a book I 
was writing in. 

The next morning, my mom 
came into my room, yelling because 
I was still sleeping. Then she no-
ticed my speech was 
slow, I was moving 
really slow and my 
lips were going blue. 
She started freaking 
out, but she and my 
dad took me to a hos-
pital emergency. 

After they got the 
drugs out of my system and I had 
talked to a psychiatric nurse, I was 
let go. My parents had gone to talk 
to the people at the university. But 
what did I do? I walked out of the 
hospital with two bouquets of flow-
ers went see this guy Shaun,* who 
was always supplying me coke and 
parties. When I got there, I gave one 
bouquet to his mom, but he was ly-
ing there with his baby’s mom. So 
I went down the street to one of 
my buddy’s crack shacks, where 
some of my friends worked. They 

Kristine grew up in a strict 
household, raised by both 
parents, and has what 
she calls an “eccentric” 
personality. She’s working 
toward a diploma and 
degree in business 
administration, and has 
dreams of being the head 
of a major firm someday

* pseudonyms

Kristine Sinclair

“	He’d make me believe all these lies and 
  I’d be happy in love all over again. It was a 
 WICKED cycle I was put through...”

Once Upon a Time in the Big City
got kind of bugged at me for being 
so stupid—I still had my hospital 
bracelet on. I gave the last bouquet 
to some hookers who were there, 
and I left because my mom was at 
Shaun’s place to pick me up. 

My parents told me I was al-
lowed to go back to school again. 
I was relieved, but still had a gut 
feeling that I didn’t want to go to 
university any more. It just wasn’t 
growing on me.

Love and drugs and 
the whole darn scene 
There was this guy, though, who 
did grow on me. My ex-boyfriend 
met him in jail and showed him my 
letters and pictures. This guy—his 
name was Sam*—started to fall for 
me. When he got out of the youth 
centre he started calling me. At first 
I was reluctant to talk to him, cause 
I didn’t have a clue who he was, yet 
he knew all this stuff about me. 

Anyways, Sam and I started 
hanging out a lot. I was serious 
about this relationship, but he  

wasn’t. He’d say he loved me, then 
turn around and phone his baby’s 
mom. And she started harass-
ing me; my phone would be ring-
ing 24/7and I’d hear the same old 
name-calling and bullshit over and 
over again.

Sam and I started working for 
his sister Lola* and her boyfriend—
it was like a pizza hotline for crack 
heads. We started making money 
and staying in hotels every week-
end to get away from my auntie’s 
and his sister’s place. We started 
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taking ecstasy and I wasn’t doing 
coke as much. I felt like he really 
loved me, even though I’d catch 
him constantly on the phone with 
his baby’s mom talking about their 
little girl. I hated it. It made me feel 
so low. 

Then I started to notice a 
change in his attitude—and I found 
cans made into pipes. Sam got re-
ally edgy and was always mad at 
me, yelling at me to go away. And 
he’d be talking to his baby’s mom. 
I couldn’t take the pain. 

Then one night, I caught him: 
he was stealing crack from his 
sister’s stash and smoking it. I 
couldn’t believe it. I was going out 
with this guy? His sister told me 
he’d smoked crack before—with 
their mom, who I hadn’t met yet. 

Anyways, Sam started getting 
worse and worse. I’d cry and cry 
to him and ask him not to work on 
the crack line any more, but he’d 
insist that I’d want money. And 
we’d slow up their little business, 
because he’d be tripping out, not 
wanting to go back and hand over 
the phone and crack because he’d 

smoked it all. He started going into 
debt with his sister and her boy-
friend, owing money left and right

Then Sam’s sister kicked him 
out because his addiction was get-
ting out of control and he was stay-
ing with me at my auntie’s place. He 
started feeding me lots of ecstasy 
because it made us very agreeable 
with each other. I’d be so x’d out I’d 
be okay with him smoking crack. 
I actually sat next to him under a 
blanket, listening to him make his 
pipe (out of a can). When I’d cry for 
him to stop, he’d get really angry 
and hit me. He’d say things like: “ I 
can’t stop.” “You don’t understand 
what I’m feeling” “You don’t know 
what I’m going through.”

The last time I caught him 
smoking, it was my 18th birthday. 
We were getting ready to go smoke 
some weed with friends downtown, 
and then go see my parents at The 
Keg for dinner. I noticed that Sam 
stayed in the bathroom, with the 
door closed, for a long time. Then 
he comes back into my bedroom 
and says, “Okay let’s go,” grabs his 
stuff and heads outside. 

I just knew! I dug around in 
the washroom—and there it was: 
a can, hidden in my robe that was 
hanging on the towel rack. I felt 
so angry and sad, I blew up. I was 
fuming. I went outside and yelled 
at my boyfriend. He started head-
ing to the bus stop to go to his sis-
ter’s place. But I chased him, trying 
to get answers. I ran back to my car, 
drove to find him and told him to 
get into the car. He got in. We were 
both crying by this time. He said 
things like: “It’s so hard; you have 
no idea what I’m going through.” 
“You don’t understand.” Mean-
while, it’s my birthday, he’s my love 
and I was being affected by all this 
stuff... Ugh, what a day! 

But it was the last time I caught 
him. Because he quit.

Crack, ecstasy, coke— 
ain’t it all the same?
Sam stopped everything—crack 
and running back and forth be-
tween me and his baby’s mom. 
Lola moved from the place she was 

living, because there were drugs 
everywhere there, and Sam and I 
moved in with her. 

I began to rebuild my trust in 
him. And Sam didn’t go into any 
sort of rehab, because I was there 
for him, no matter how low he fell. 
I showed him the love, respect and 
caring he needed to get better. I be-
lieve my persistence helped him a 
lot. Everyone began trusting him.

And I stopped doing coke. Sam 
made me realize that it’s the same 
thing as doing crack. His sister even 
stopped selling drugs and made 
sure her boyfriend stayed away 
from selling.

At times, back when Sam was 
smoking crack, I felt like giving up. 
I’d begin to fall into a deep depres-
sion—then he’d make me believe all 
these lies and I’d be happy in love 
all over again. It was a wicked cycle 
I was put through, but for some rea-
son I felt I had to help him. He’d cry 
out sometimes, “I’m a good person, 
I really am. I’m sorry.” 

Today, Sam tells me he smoked 
crack because he felt like he had 
nothing. He said he felt that if he 
smoked enough one day, maybe he 
would die. But he says he’ll never go 
down that road again, because now 
he knows he’s better than that. 

A happy ending
We’re doing great now. I’m now 
the administration officer for a 
provincial Aboriginal emergency 
measures organization and I love 
it. And, I make great money. Sam 
started school. Most of the teachers 
thought he’d be one of the native 
“gangsta” dropouts they see each 
year. But he’s actually excited to go to 
school each day and gets great marks.

We finally got a place of our 
own, a little two-bedroom bunga-
low. We just got our cable and in-
ternet hooked up last week. I’m 
excited to begin my life with such a 
great guy. I actually love him more 
because of all we’ve been through 
together. 
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Harm Reduction and Abstinence
More Alike Than Different?

A
lcohol and drugs have been a destructive influ-
ence in the lives of many First Nation, Inuit and 
Métis people in Canada, including in British Co-

lumbia. The forced loss of language, culture, land, tra-
dition and identity has harshly affected the health and 
well-being of the original—Aboriginal—peoples. For 
some, this has resulted in mental health and addiction 
concerns, such as drug abuse. 

A growing concern today is the injection of drugs 
like cocaine and heroin. Sharing the needles used to 
inject these drugs is a key mode of transmission for 
HIV among Aboriginal peoples in Canada.1 A recent 
study of Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside found that 
over a four-year period “18.5 percent of Aboriginal 
men and women who injected such drugs as cocaine 
and heroin became HIV-positive, compared with 9.5 
percent of non-Aboriginal intravenous drug users.”2 A 
further study within Vancouver found that Aboriginal 
women who inject drugs are reported to die from HIV/
AIDS, drug overdose and homicide at nearly 50 times 
the province’s general female population.3

A hotly debated question is whether harm reduc-
tion should be a part of the solution to this serious 
health concern. For many, this is a hard question to an-
swer, because most people don’t fully understand, or 
are unwilling to look at, what harm reduction truly is. 

What is harm reduction anyway?
For many people, the first thing that comes to mind 
when they think of harm reduction is Vancouver’s su-
pervised injection facility (SIF). This is likely because 
that’s where most of the media attention has been 
placed. The public is receiving a large amount of in-
formation that pits moral arguments against research 
that supports the effectiveness of the SIF. For example, 
health minister Tony Clement commented to 
the Canadian Medical Association that doctors 
who support the use of the SIF lack medical 
ethics.4 The result is confusion on the part of 
the public about both the morality and the ef-
fectiveness of harm reduction.

There is likewise confusion when harm 
reduction measures are considered by Abo-
riginal peoples. Some First Nation, Inuit and 
Métis people maintain that harm reduction policies 
and practices go against their customs, traditions and 
beliefs. They believe using mind-altering substances 
causes a person to be “out of balance.” Others, howev-
er, consider that there are similarities between a harm 

reduction philosophy and traditional Aboriginal values. 
For example, respect is a traditional Aboriginal teach-
ing—and respecting the choices of individuals, families 
and communities and “where they are at” is a premise 
of harm reduction. 

In fact, the concept of choice underpins a harm 
reduction philosophy. Harm reduction policies and pro-
grams acknowledge that people and their communities 
are the ‘experts’ on their own experiences. As experts, 
they are best positioned to decide how to reduce the 
harm they experience because of substance abuse. 
Consider, for example, the Quesnel Tillicum Society 
Native Friendship Centre in northern British Columbia. 
Based on a need identified within and responded to by 
the community, the centre provides needles, condoms, 
swabs and needle exchange containers at no charge to 
community members.

Harm reduction, at its core, is simply a practice or 
strategy that reduces the harms individuals face be-
cause of their problematic use of substances. 

Opposites? Or is one an aspect of the other?
From university classrooms to the front line in the ad-
dictions field, people too often think of harm reduc-
tion as the opposite of abstinence (i.e., not using any 
substances at all). In practice, however, harm reduction 
and abstinence actually have a core goal in common. 
They both aim to help people reduce the harms they 
experience because of their substance use. 

Where the two philosophies are commonly be-
lieved to differ is in the concept of choice. While choice 
is a foundation of the harm reduction approach, it’s not 
as apparent with an abstinence-based approach. One 
reason for this, among Aboriginal peoples and com-
munities, is the historical support for abstinence-based 

approaches. Abstinence has been favoured because 
the impact of alcohol and drugs has been devastating. 
It’s been thought that it’s better not to use at all than to 
use in a safer way. Also, the main source of treatment 
in Canada is offered by the National Native Alcohol and 
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Drug Abuse Program (NNADAP). NNADAP was created 
nearly a quarter of a century ago when abstinence-
based models were the norm. 

There is, however, a strong illustration of choice in 
relation to an abstinence-based approach. The people 
of Alkali Lake, a Shuswap First Nation community in 
British Columbia, chose collectively to address its prob-
lems with alcohol by banning it altogether. The com-
munity “transformed its health conditions from within 
to suit its own self-defined needs.”5 This is choice.

A false separation has been made between harm 
reduction and abstinence. This is because people tend 
to focus on the differences between the two approach-
es, rather than on what they have in common. 

The two approaches, when applied in treatment, 
can both be offered together. Some abstinence-based 
NNADAP treatment centres, for example, accept clients 
while they are on methadone maintenance therapy, 
which is a type of harm reduction treatment. Another 
example is an Inuit substance abuse treatment centre 
in Ottawa, the Mamisarvik Healing Centre, which of-
fers its clients the choice of either reducing their use or 
not using at all while in the treatment program. 

Again, underlying all of these approaches is the 
common goal of helping people reduce the harm they 
experience because of their problematic substance use. 

Harm reduction, abstinence— 
only part of any solution
So, is harm reduction a part of the solution to alcohol 
and drug abuse among Aboriginal peoples? To answer 
this, we must first accept what harm reduction is. We 
must then work toward solutions that effectively re-
duce the harms to individuals and communities suffer-
ing from the impact of substance abuse. 

It’s also important to know that harm reduction 
and abstinence are only a part of any solution. Sub-
stance abuse is a symptom of past and present social 
ills and inequalities faced by First Nations, Inuit and 
Métis across the country. Respecting Aboriginal peo-
ples and their culture, along with ensuring strength-
ened social, political and economic well-being, is at the 
core of reducing the harms of substance abuse. 

When we fall into the line of thinking that pits harm 
reduction against abstinence, we need to remember 
that both can exist together. Supervised injection fa-
cilities, policies that limit access to alcohol, needle ex-
change programs, and not using substances at all are 
among the possible responses. It’s up to individuals, 
families and communities, who know their experienc-
es and needs best, to decide. And, it is up to everyone 
else to be wise enough to accept their choice. 

Aboriginal Ethics Guide Ethical Research
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Elder George Courchene of 
Sagkeeng First Nation in 
Manitoba, at a public hear-

ing of the Royal Commission on 
Aboriginal Peoples in 1992, spoke 
of “Indian law” that was given to 
the people by the Creator at the 
beginning of time: “He gave them 
four directions. He gave them 
sweetgrass, the tree, the animal 
and the rock. The sweetgrass repre-
sents kindness; the tree represents 
honesty; the animal, sharing; and 
the rock is strength.”1

Sagkeeng First Nation is one 
of many communities around the 
Great Lakes and southern Manitoba 
and Saskatchewan, also known as 
Ojibway or Saulteaux, that identify 
themselves as Anishinabek. Elders 
such as George Courchene have 
maintained ancient Anishinabek 
teachings and ceremonies, which 
are providing support for mental 
health among First Nations people. 

The value of these teachings is 
also being discovered by teachers, 
counsellors, therapists and social 
workers seeking to help people re-
claim balance and wellness in their 
lives. But helping professionals are 
urged to base their interventions 
on evidence of effectiveness. Policy 
makers are also looking for evi-
dence-based strategies. Research is 
the source for such ‘evidence.’ 

Researchers and their wisdom, 
however, are often distrusted by 
First Nations, Inuit and Métis peo-
ple. There are many stories of re-
searchers who promised to do good 
with their studies but violated com-
munity rules of behaviour, reached 
conclusions that were contrary to 
what participants understood to be 
true, or failed entirely to report back 
to the community with their find-
ings. One example of such behav-
iour was that of a researcher who 
invited members of Nuu Chah Nulth 

communities in British Columbia to 
give blood for diabetes research. 
No new insights into diabetes were 
found, but the researcher went on to 
use the blood components for other 
purposes, without permission. This 
led to the researcher making state-
ments about the genetic origins of 
the Nuu Chah Nulth that were con-
trary to their own history and sense 
of identity.2

Researchers are required to 
follow ethical codes of behaviour 
based on respect for human dig-
nity. Valid research requires trust 
between researchers and the par-
ticipants whose experience is be-
ing explored. The three agencies 
that distribute federal government 
funds for research—the Cana-
dian Institutes of Health Research 
(CIHR), the Natural Sciences and 
Engineering Research Council 
(NSERC) and the Social Sciences 
and Humanities Research Council 
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To learn more about developments in ethics and Aboriginal 
research, see the CIHR guidelines for health research at 

www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/29134.html,3 and Marlene’s article in 
the National Aboriginal Health Organization Journal of 

Aboriginal Health,4 at 
www.naho.ca/english/pdf/journal_p98-114.pdf. 

words to describe relationships dif-
fer, it is possible to see the harmony 
between the ethics of “respect for 
human dignity” endorsed by re-
searchers and the ethics of “right 
relationships” embodied in First 
Nation, Inuit and Métis traditional 
teachings. 

Extending knowledge through 
research can lead to improved 
health. Research based on right re-
lationships, drawing on Aboriginal 
knowledge along with scientific ex-
pertise, will benefit First Nations, Inuit 
and Métis peoples and Canadians at 
large as deeper insights into the sourc-
es of well-being are uncovered. 
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(SSHRC)—are now considering how 
the expectations of First Nations, 
Inuit and Métis people, and the eth-
ics of research, can work together. 
Collaboration is widely accepted as 
the best means of producing sound 
human research on which to base 
more effective policies and services, 
including those in the field of men-
tal health and addictions. 

In May 2007, the Canadian In-
stitutes of Health Research (CIHR) 
released guidelines for health re-
search involving Aboriginal people.3 
These guidelines promote research 
that is in keeping with Aboriginal 
values and traditions. The docu-
ment begins with the recognition 
that researchers in the past have 
sometimes violated their own ethics 
requiring respect for human dignity.

The CIHR guidelines propose 
that research partnerships with Ab-
original communities be formalized 
in agreements balancing Aboriginal 
expectations of respectful behaviour 
and researcher ethics of respect for 
human dignity.

I serve on the Interagency Ad-
visory Panel on Research Ethics, 
which is updating the Tri-Council 
Policy Statement Ethical Conduct 
for Research Involving Humans 
(TCPS 1998). The second edition 
of the TCPS, scheduled for release 
in 2009, will include a chapter on 
ethics of research involving Abo-
riginal peoples. It will build on the 
CIHR guidelines and will extend the 

coverage of policy to all types of re-
search involving humans.

In developing the new chap-
ter in the TCPS, we recognize that 
Aboriginal or Indigenous tradi-
tions have much to contribute to 
our understanding of ethics. The 
language, however, may refer in-
stead to “spiritual responsibilities 
to maintain right relationships.” For 
example, Elder Courchene’s words, 
as they apply to relationships be-
tween researchers and Aboriginal 
participants in research, may be 
expressed as follows:

Kindness implies respect for the 
dignity of the others involved, not 
dominating or pressing our own 
agenda at the others’ expense 
Honesty involves communicat-
ing our principles and intentions 
as the basis for relationship and 
ensuring free, informed consent 
for actions taken 
Sharing recognizes that the com-
mon good requires give and take 
by all, with respect for the differ-
ent gifts that each party brings
Strength is courage to stand firm 
for our principles; in some cases, 
strength is resilience, as in the 
capacity to bend to circumstance 
while holding on to important 
values 

Together, these virtues balance one 
another to maintain respect for 
self and others. All parties to a re-
lationship are responsible for main-
taining this ethical balance. While 

•

•

•

•
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Many Aboriginal people have difficulty ac-
cessing health care services. I am a mem-
ber of a team of university and communi-

ty-based researchers1 who want to see people’s access 
to primary health care services improved. We have 
been conducting a study2 to help us understand more 
fully the social and health factors that make accessing 
health services difficult for many Aboriginal people in 
inner city areas. As we discuss below, many of the peo-
ple in this study were affected by mental health and 
substance use issues. 

Overview of our study
Access to health care is heavily influenced by social, 
economic and political factors. For Aboriginal people 
who are living in inner city neighbourhoods, many 
experience high rates of poverty, unemployment and 
lack of access to adequate housing. Many people have 
also been affected by intergenerational trauma from 
residential schools. Together, these issues can result in 
higher rates of mental health problems such as anxi-
ety or depression, or in some cases, addictions. Many 
people also expe-
rience discrimina-
tion on the basis 
of their status as 
Aboriginal peo-
ple, poor people 
or people liv-
ing with mental 
health and addic-
tions. All these factors can make it difficult for some 
Aboriginal people to get the help they need. 

The problem of accessing services is made worse 
because many physicians’ offices do not accept new 
patients; this is partly because their practices are full. 
There are also some physicians who choose not to 
work with people who have complex health problems, 
particularly when these include mental health or ad-
dictions issues.

In the inner city neighbourhood where the study 
was conducted, there are many clinics and doctors’ of-
fices. However, a relatively high number of Aboriginal 
people seek help, at a particular inner city emergency 
department (ED), for “walk-in” types of health issues 
ranging from sprains, mild fractures and abdominal 
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problems, to requests for medications to relieve chron-
ic pain. Once people started to explain their situation, 
however, it became clear that many were also living 
with addictions issues and/or mental health issues, and 
dealing with the effects of poverty. 

The focus of this study was not on emergency vis-
its for acute or life-threatening health problems. We 
interviewed (in depth) 34 people who self-identified as 
Aboriginal and who were, for the most part, “walk-in” 
patients seeking help at a non-urgent division of a large 
ED. The majority lived in an inner city neighbourhood 
recognized as one of the poorest in Canada. Many 
lived in very poor conditions, in rooming houses or in 
shelters. Some were homeless. Many had experienced 
trauma and violence as children and young adults, and 
now lived with chronic pain, anxiety and depression. 
Many lived with addictions to illicit drugs, alcohol or 
prescription drugs. 

Highlights from the research findings 
A major issue for many of the participants in this study 
was the challenge of getting help for chronic pain and 

related health is-
sues. We know 
that people who 
have serious 
drug or alcohol 
addictions often 
live with chronic 
pain, and that 
people with 

chronic pain often have experienced severe emotional 
trauma or violence in their life. There are also links be-
tween people’s mental health problems, experiences 
of chronic pain and histories of trauma.

What we learned from the patients in this study 
is that their chronic pain was not only physical in na-
ture, but reflected the pain of “social suffering.” Social 
suffering refers to mental, social and emotional pain 
people experience because of economic, historical, po-
litical and institutional power inequities.3 In the case of 
the Aboriginal people in this study, these health issues 
were the end result of personal and intergenerational 
traumas, marginalization, stigma and discrimination 
that are part and parcel of the history of colonization 
of Aboriginal people in Canada.

They felt uncomfortable going to those places 
because they thought they would be negatively 

judged as drug seeking or not having 
real health concerns.

Seeking Health Care at 
Emergency Departments
Access issues affecting Aboriginal people
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In terms of getting temporary relief for their chron-
ic pain, for some participants, the ED was viewed as 
the “best bet.” That was because of their experiences 
trying to get health care in other places in the com-
munity. As the patients described, they often felt dis-
missed or not taken seriously when they went to doc-
tors’ offices, community clinics or walk-in offices. They 
felt uncomfortable going to those places because they 
thought they would be negatively judged as drug seek-
ing or not having real health concerns. 

In some cases, people were concerned about 
how they would be judged by health care providers in 
community or walk-in clinics because of their “rough 
appearance” (rough because they were living on the 
street, were barely housed, or were living with severe 
addictions). As one man who lives with addiction, 
chronic pain and anxiety expressed about his experi-
ence at a walk-in clinic, “I don’t know if it was because 
I didn’t shave that day. I was all scruffy and I came in 
and just sat there... So, um, nothing against street peo-
ple or that, I used to be one, but you know, if that was 
his [the health care provider’s] impression, he didn’t 
tell me. He didn’t say anything, but he just told me to 
go home. But the pain is bad and it’s been happening 
for quite a few months now.” 

At the ED, they knew that they would be seen and 
treated—eventually—even if it meant waiting a long 
time. For some people, this was better than risking 
the chance of being sent home without being seen, or 
without having their needs addressed at community or 
walk-in clinics.

A 59-year-old woman in our study who lived with 
major anxiety and chronic pain told us how she repeat-
edly sought help at two EDs in her downtown neigh-
bourhood—because she didn’t know what else to do 
to get help. At walk-in clinics or community clinics, 
she was often told there was nothing they could do 
for her. This only served to worsen her anxiety, and 
made her question whether she was, in fact, having 
pain. This process of second-guessing herself resulted 
in delays getting the help she really needed. Because 
she ended up waiting until she was very ill before com-
ing to the ED, the nurses there questioned her deci-
sion to wait for so long before coming in. This, too, fed  
her anxiety. 

This woman also spoke openly about how her ex-
periences in residential school, and the anxiety and 
pain she attributed to those experiences, made it hard 
for her to relate to people in authority positions—in-
cluding doctors or nurses. This also created anxiety for 
her about where to go for health care. As a result, she 
repeatedly came to the inner city ED.

The ED, however, was not always a good place for 
this woman to be. She, and many other people in the 
study, had mixed feelings about EDs. For example, she 
described the frustrations expressed toward her by 
some ED staff, who couldn’t relate to why she kept 
coming in. As she described, “He [an ED staff person 

at one of the hospitals] said, ‘You know how many 
times you have been here?’ I said, ‘No.’ He said, ‘Thirty-
three times.’ And I said, ‘Well, this is a hospital, right?’” 
She went on to say, “I didn’t really need to hear it, be-
cause I was really having a lot of problems with myself. 
And I didn’t understand it, because being raised in the 
residential school, you’re always told to shut up and we 
didn’t have any opinion about anything. So it was re-
ally hard for me to converse with doctors.” 

This woman’s example, and others, help us to un-
derstand how challenging it can be for some Aborig-
inal people to get help with health or mental health 
problems they feel are legitimate. Although many of 
the people in this study did get the help they needed 
at this inner city ED, many also described the worry 
they experienced about how they would be treated the 
next time—not just at this ED, but in the wider system 
of health care. 

Conclusions 
Our study showed that people’s reasons for coming to 
the ED for walk-in issues are shaped by complex so-
cial, economic and personal factors. In the case of the 
Aboriginal people who participated in this study, these 
factors include: 

past experiences at various health care settings
patients’ own assumptions about how they’ll be 
treated in walk-in clinics, doctors’ offices and com-
munity clinics, given their identity as Aboriginal 
people, their low socio-economic status, their ap-
pearance because of living on or near the street, and 
their mental health or addictions issues 
worries that their health concerns will be dismissed 
because of assumptions made about them by health 
providers in walk-in clinics, doctors’ offices and com-
munity clinics
difficulty relating to authority figures as a result of 
residential school experiences or other traumatic is-
sues in their lives 

For the people in this study, these factors created an 
underlying anxiety about seeking health care in gen-
eral—at EDs and at other settings. Until there are sig-
nificant improvements in the availability of other re-
sponsive, welcoming and effective services, EDs may 
need to continue as non-emergency health access sites 
for many people. 

•
•

•

•
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create safety
engage its members in therapeu-
tic healing

The minimum time needed to move 
through identifying needs, outreach 
and starting therapeutic healing is 
36 months. In other words, on av-
erage, a minimum of 36 months is 
needed to initiate meaningful heal-
ing in a community. Ten years of 
constant effort is needed to bring 
about lasting change.

Stable funding is needed for 
communities to continue to heal.

Community-based 
healing projects
The AHF has funded the following 
types of community-based healing 
projects since 1999:

65% are direct healing services 
such as therapy, counselling and 
on-the-land, culture-based activi-
ties 
13% are prevention and aware-
ness initiatives. These include 
books, workshops and educa-
tion on the legacy of residential 
schools. They also include the 
prevention of violence (violence 
between victims, or among Abo-
riginal victims and members of 
their community) and abuse
8% are in the area of building 
knowledge about the history and 
impact of the residential school 
system. Too many Aboriginal 
young people don’t know enough 
about this
6% fit into the category of train-
ing. Training healers is an essen-
tial part of the healing process
3% are in the category “honour-
ing history”
3% are projects that assess needs
1% are concerned with project 
design support and conferences

AHF-funded projects found that 
75,636 (37%) of people have spe-

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
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Canada’s Indian Residential School System
Historical trauma and the Aboriginal Healing Foundation

T                    he Canadian Indian Residen-
tial School System’s century-
long policy of forced assimila-

tion* of Aboriginal peoples has left 
a legacy of destruction, pain and 
despair. Some of the problems fac-
ing Aboriginal people because of 
the assault on their cultures are:

addictions
abuse among victims and their 
families, self-abuse and violence
suicide
crime
poor parenting skills
poverty
trauma
difficulty forming healthy 
relationships

The Aboriginal healing movement 
had begun to address the condi-
tions of communities even before 
the closing of the last govern-
ment-run Indian residential school 
in 1996. With this movement has 
come a focus on addictions and 
mental health and a renewed com-
mitment to traditional Aboriginal 
teachings—specifically, to a holistic 
view of individual and community 
wellness.
 
The Royal Commission on 
Aboriginal Peoples and the AHF
In November 1996, the Royal 
Commission on Aboriginal Peo-
ples (RCAP) released a 3,200-page 
final report. The report detailed 
the historical relationship between 
Aboriginal peoples and Canada.1 
RCAP recorded many testimonies 
from survivors of residential school 
abuses. 

On January 7, 1998, the feder-
al government responded to RCAP 
by issuing a Statement of Recon-
ciliation and a strategy to begin 
the process of reconciliation. The 
strategy was outlined in a docu-
ment called Gathering Strength—

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Canada’s Aboriginal Action Plan.2 

The government also announced a 
$350-million healing fund to help 
heal the legacy of residential school 
abuse. 

On March 31, 1998, the Abo-
riginal-run, not-for-profit Aboriginal 
Healing Foundation (AHF) was cre-
ated to manage the fund. The AHF 
was given an 11-year contract end-
ing March 31, 2009.3 They had one 
year to organize themselves, five 
years to spend or commit the funds, 
and five years to monitor projects 
and write a final report.

The Aboriginal Healing Foun-
dation completed its mandate well 
ahead of schedule. It released its 
three-volume final report in Janu-
ary 2006.4-6 The report traces the 
role of the AHF in the Aboriginal 
healing movement. It also presents 
data collected to evaluate the proc-
ess and reports on promising AHF-
funded activities.

A brief overview of the 
Aboriginal Healing 
Foundation’s work
Healing—a long-term 
process, occurring in stages
The healing journey begins with 
awareness. An understanding of 
the impact of the residential school 
legacy on one’s self and one’s fam-
ily follows awareness. It takes time 
for individuals and communities to 
reach the “readiness to heal” stage.
Healing...

requires that survivors feel safe
•  addresses trauma issues

reclaims healthy, productive lives

Based upon research and evalua-
tion findings, the Aboriginal Healing 
Foundation proposes that 10 years 
is needed for a community to:

reach out
dismantle denial

•

•

•
•

* Assimilation takes place 
when a minority group 

adopts the customs and 
attitudes of the main 

cultural group. In this case, 
the Canadian government 
forced Aboriginal peoples 

to assimilate by putting 
them into residential 

schools. For more 
information on residential 
schools, see Bill Mussell’s 
guest editorial on page 4.
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alternatives and 
approaches

cial needs (e.g., severe trauma, in-
cluding alcohol abuse; suicidal be-
haviour; etc.).

So far, of the AHF-funded healing 
projects in communities: 

20% are just beginning their 
healing activities
65.9% accomplished a few goals, 
but much work remains
14.1% accomplished many goals, 
but some work remains

Participants’ experience with 
healing activity:

33% had previously participated 
in a similar program
66% were participating in heal-
ing activities for the first time

The four most commonly cited 
changes for participants were:

improved self-awareness
relationships with others
knowledge
cultural reclamation (revival of 
traditional practices, promotion 
of language, etc.)

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

For more information, or to receive 
free copies of the Aboriginal Healing 
Foundation’s final report (and/or other 
AHF publications), visit www.ahf.ca or 
phone 1-888-725-8886.

Most of participants felt better 
about themselves because:

they found strength
they improved their self-esteem
they were able to work through 
their trauma 

•
•
•
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Unprecedented Collaboration
Four nations in Northern BC geared to “embrace life”

F
our nations in northern BC—the Wet’suwet’en, 
Gitxsan, Tsimshian and Nisga’a—have come 
together to form an unprecedented partner-
ship. Their goal is to reduce the high number of 

suicide ideations, attempts and completions. It is with 
great hope and excitement that this partnership an-
nounced its recently created First Nations Action and 
Support Team (FAST) program. 

FAST’s mandate is: “Embracing life through suicide 
awareness and community empowerment.” The pro-
gram will develop and train a team of service providers 
made up of members from each of the four nations. 

This new program is not meant to replace or com-
pete with existing resources, programs or initiatives. 
Instead, its goal is to complement these services. The 
idea is to facilitate a coordinated effort. Team members 
will educate and empower communities to act when an 
individual or a community as whole is in crisis. 

FAST is similar to the groundbreaking approach 
of the Aboriginal Suicide Critical Incidence Response 
Team (ASCIRT) program on Vancouver Island. ASCIRT 
is a program of the Inter Tribal Health Authority. It is 
through their trials and errors that FAST was able build 
as quickly as it did. 

“The strength of your heart comes from the 
soundness of your faith” 

So says a Saudi Arabian proverb. But what happens 
to a people when an entire generation is forbidden to 
practise what was a way of life of their people for tens 
of thousands of years? 

Strength of the heart weakens, and soundness of 
faith withers.

The heart is not only an organ that beats inside 
your body. It is also the spirit within. It is your mind, 
your intellect, your psyche. It is also your compassion, 
kindness and affection. It is what guides your life. 

Faith represents confidence, trust, belief and dedi-
cation. It is what allows you to be proud of who you are 
and where you come from.

During the residential school era, the heart and 
faith of hundreds of First Nation children was taken 
and stomped on. Due to their resilience, those children, 
who are now grandfathers, grandmothers, fathers and 
mothers, are still here. But they were sent back to their 
communities with severely weakened hearts and se-
verely fractured faith. Several generations of First Na-
tion people have seen and felt the ripple effect of the 
residential school era. 

Suicide is on the rise in the majority of our First 
Nation communities.1 Although there are many other 
contributing factors, the traumatic and devastating 
events that took place in residential schools were, and 
still are, the root problem of most of the health issues 
in our communities today. 

Of our people, by our people, for our people 
FAST is a work in progress. An effective process to en-
sure services are provided as efficiently as possible is 
still being developed. We want FAST to work not only 
for the present First Nation partners, but also for other 
First Nations communities, who can adopt or incorpo-
rate our program as a tool for their communities.

The First Nations Action and Support Team mem-
bers are diverse in terms of age, educational back-
ground, work experience, First Nation cultural back-
ground, gender, professions and individual life expe-
riences. FAST has gathered addictions and/or mental 
health counsellors, a licensed practical nurse, a provid-
er with a Bachelor of Psychology, a fire chief, adminis-
trative workers and youth workers to name a few. 

In October and November 2007, the team mem-
bers went through two intense, five-day training ses-
sions. A much-anticipated celebration to introduce 
and uplift the FAST members was held on January 19, 
2008. The team members were gifted with strength, 
encouragement and support. There was representa-
tion from the four nations, as well as the following in-
vited guests: 

Okanagan Nation Youth Response Team
Aboriginal Suicide Critical Incident Response Team
First Nations and Inuit Health Branch (FNIHB)
Chiefs Health Committee
Union of BC Indian Chiefs 
Northern Health Authority 
Ministry of Children and Family Development (MCFD)
A local MLA

The FAST members are trained to become trainers and 
will continue to receive newer and better training—
FAST is committed to lifelong learning. The team mem-
bers also learn a great deal from each other, making 
this already strong team even stronger. They will soon 
be ready to start giving back to their communities. 
And, because the FAST members know their commu-
nities, they know who you are, where you come from, 
your pain and your culture. Who better than your own 
people to help you in your time of need? 

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sandra (Wesley) Olson

Sandra is the Director 
for the First Nations Action 
and Support Team (FAST). 

FAST was created to 
provide suicidprevention 

and intervention services 
to northern BC nations, 

including the Wet’suwet’en, 
Gitxsan, Tsimshian 

and Nisga’a 

Gitxsan: 
Angelina Lewis, 
Audrelyn Westle, 
Esther McLean, 
Gary Benson, 
Gloria Stevens, 
Jennifer Sampare, 
Robynn Muldoe, 
Violet Sampare
Nisga’a: 
Don Leeson, 
Jacquie Adams, 
Lorna Azak, 
 Lydia Stephens
Tsimshian: 
Anne McDames, 
Jada Seymour, 
Janice Robinson, 
Ron Watson, 
Tamara Innes 
Wet’suwet’en:
Danette Gagnon, 
Rodney Mitchell









Members of 
FAST: 
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“It is absolutely our responsibil-
ity to not only be able to diagnose 
and treat, but to understand that 
these women are suffering—and 
not because it is their choice . . . We 
must be sympathetic, understand-
ing, cater to their needs and give 
them as much support in the com-
munity as possible,” she adds.

Toward the best journey 
possible for mothers-to-be
This DVD is one step toward achiev-
ing the goal of a recently developed 
Perinatal Depression Strategy. That 
goal is to ensure every pregnant 
woman in the Fraser Health region 
has the best journey possible from 
the onset of her pregnancy to the 
year after the birth of her child.

Surviving the Fall 
DVD uses storytelling, the Aboriginal way of transmitting 
knowledge, to educate about reproductive mental health

A 
young mother-to-be tells 
of anxiously watching the 
screen during her ultra-

sound—tears quickly form and stream 
down her cheeks as she realizes her 
baby’s heart is no longer beating.

Another young woman speaks 
of the early days with her new baby: 
“It should have been the happiest 
time of my life. But I cried all the 
time—even when I did the laundry. 
I always felt alone, even when I was 
in a room full of my family—people 
who loved me.”

“I would be driving along in my 
car and suddenly break out in tears for 
no reason. It was the strangest time. I 
felt that if I drove my car over the edge, 
then everything would be over—all the 
pain and the empty feelings I had,” 
said another young woman.

These personal stories are 
among those courageously shared 
by six young Aboriginal women 
from the Stó:lõ Territory, and their 
families. They’ve been captured 
on film for a new DVD, Aborigi-
nal Journeys in Mental Health— 
Surviving the Fall.

The stories speak to the grief 
and loss of miscarriage and still-
birth and of the loneliness and iso-
lation experienced with perinatal 
or postpartum depression—depres-
sion during pregnancy or follow-
ing the birth of a child. The stories 
speak to the mental and emotional 
struggles, the pain, the frustrations 
and the sadness. They also speak, 
to the recovery and hope gained 
from reaching out for help.

And in the telling, their emo-
tional and heartfelt words continue 
an ancient tradition of the Aborigi-
nal people—to share learning and  
wisdom through stories passed on 
through the generations.

“In the Aboriginal culture, 
learning is relational,” says Brian 
Muth. Muth, a former mental health 
liaison for the Stó:lō Nation Health 
Services, is Fraser Health’s Aborigi-
nal community engagement coor-
dinator and a DVD project leader. 
“It comes from connections with 
others, from listening to stories and 
attending gatherings. This has been 
the way of the Aboriginal people 
since earliest times.”

Perinatal depression— 
serious health consequences 
for mother and child
Alongside the stories offered by 
these women are messages from 
public health and mental health 
care providers and health care pro-
viders who work with the Aborigi-
nal population. One of these pro-
viders is Dr. Shaila Misri, director of 
Reproductive Mental Health at BC 
Women’s Hospital and a provincial 
expert in this field.

“In 1895, a French psychiatrist 
first made the connection between 
the post-partum (perinatal) period 
and insanity,” Dr. Misri says in the 
DVD, stressing the increased under-
standing that has developed since 
that time. “That journey has been 
important in that at least today, 
woman no longer are dismissed 
because they’re mentally ill when 
they become mothers.”

Depression is the leading cause of 
disability for women in their childbear-
ing years.1 As many as one in five wom-
en in BC may experience depression 
related to pregnancy and childbirth.1 
And research shows that perinatal de-
pression can seriously affect the health 
of both mother and child and, if left  
untreated, can lead to chronic  
depression.1

Marie Nightingale

Marie is a Senior 
Communications 
Consultant with Fraser 
Health’s Communications 
and Public Affairs 
Department

Fraser Health’s Aboriginal Health Services identifier represents 
a culturally inclusive and caring organization. The hummingbird 

symbolizes health; the Métis flag and the Inuit Inukshuk represent 
the diversity of our Aboriginal population. The medicine wheel 

symbolizes balance and represents the four elements of life 
including mental, physical, emotional and spiritual health.  

The drum represents the heart beat of the Aboriginal Nation.
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A steering committee made 
up of representatives from Fraser 
Health services and the Ministry for 
Children and Family Development, 
as well as independent midwives, 
worked together to develop the 
strategy. Their focus was on an ap-
proach to perinatal depression that 
would involve every related health 
professional. The strategy includes 
an education and awareness pro-
gram. It also includes an early iden-
tification, screening and treatment 
plan for pregnant and early parent-
ing women in the Fraser Health re-
gion who experience symptoms of 
perinatal depression.

The partners involved in the DVD 
project include Fraser Health’s Health 
Promotion and Prevention, Fraser 
Health’s Mental Health and Addiction 
Services, Stó:lõ Nation Health Servic-
es and Bear Image Productions. 

Surviving the Fall was devel-
oped to serve as a culturally sensi-
tive educational tool for reaching 
out to the Aboriginal population, 
and to public health, mental health 
and health care providers who work 
with the Aboriginal population.

“And,” says Muth, “in using the 
cultural tradition of storytelling, I 
believe we have captured a distinc-

tiveness brought from the lived ex-
perience that is extremely powerful 
in supporting, educating and inspir-
ing others”

The documentary focuses on ho-
listic wellness. In doing so, it closely 
aligns with the Aboriginal concept 
of the medicine wheel—that well-
ness comes when the four areas 
of spirit, mind, body and emotion 
are in balance. This concept is also 
embraced by the Mental Health, 
Health Promotion and Prevention 
and Aboriginal Health Services of 
the Fraser Health region.

Leslie Schroeder, of the 
Tzeachten-Stó:lõō Nation, is project 
director for Fraser Health’s Abo-
riginal Health Services. She believes 
the DVD is extremely valuable. “It 
will help people in many ways by 
building greater understanding of 
the mental health challenges asso-
ciated with pregnancy and child-
birth, promoting early identifica-
tion of symptoms, and encouraging 
women to be pro-active about their 
health and wellness,” she says.

“In our culture, traditionally, 
women are seen as the strong 
ones—the ones who have the ba-
bies, take care of families—the ones 
to look up to,” says Schroeder. “So it 

is not surprising that when a wom-
an loses a baby during pregnancy, 
or experiences depression in rela-
tion to her pregnancy or childbirth, 
that she may feel somewhat inad-
equate and reluctant to reach out 
for help.”

“By providing glimpses into 
their personal experiences, these 
women and their families have also 
shared very powerful messages 
to others about the importance of 
moving beyond the stigma to speak 
out about what you’re feeling, seek-
ing support and the healing that can 
take place as a result,” she adds. 

“Their words will help others 
see that it’s okay to feel this way 
and they’re not alone.”

The DVD also speaks to the im-
portance of weaving mainstream 
medicine and practices with tradi-
tional Aboriginal healing. Through 
the words of the women and their 
families, as well as public health, 
mental health and Aboriginal care 
providers, the message is clear—a 
combination of both the conven-
tional and the traditional can bring 
a stronger network of support.

Copies of 
Aboriginal Journeys 
in Mental Health—

Surviving the Fall are 
available through 

Leslie Schroeder at 
Fraser Health. 

Call, in Abbotsford, 
604-851-3087.

Janit Doyle, MSW, RSW

Janit is the Aboriginal Child 
and Youth Mental Health 

Team Leader, Fraser 
Region East. She is 

of Irish decent

Virge is the Aboriginal 
Child and Youth Mental 

Health Team Leader, Fraser 
Region West. She is from 

Lytton First Nation

The information from the community sessions 
gave us planning goals. The goals that guided us in 
creating the Aboriginal Child and Youth Mental Health 
Plan (The Plan)2 include the following: 

Improving access to child and youth mental health 
services by focusing on outreach and/or community-
based services
Focusing on designing services that are relevant to 
Aboriginal people by respecting Aboriginal tradition 
and “way of life,” and including Aboriginal people in 
service delivery
Ensuring the delivery of services is aligned with the 
direction of the Fraser Region Interim Aboriginal Au-
thority order (see text box)
Building bridges between Aboriginal communi-

•

•

•

•

Toward Blending the Best of Two Worlds 
The Fraser Region Aboriginal Child and Youth Mental Health Teams

In 2004, the Fraser Region Aboriginal Planning 
Committee (now the Fraser Region Interim 
Aboriginal Authority1) and the Ministry of Chil-
dren and Family Development (MCFD) formed 

a partnership. The aim of the partnership was to put 
together a plan for improving mental health services 
for Aboriginal children and youth. We were involved in 
the process of creating this plan.

Over the next year, we invited Aboriginal individu-
als, organizations and communities in the Fraser re-
gion, from Burnaby to Boston Bar to take part in com-
munity sessions. Those who participated in the com-
munity sessions told us they wanted better ways of 
getting services and wanted to have services that fit 
with how they see the world.
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ties and Aboriginal community-based services and 
mainstream child and youth mental health services

The Plan was approved in February 2006, first by the 
Fraser Region Aboriginal Planning Committee and Fraser 
Region MCFD, and then by the MCFD provincial office.

Aboriginal Child and Youth Mental Health
Aboriginal Child and Youth Mental Health is a program 
of the Ministry of Child and Family Development. Its 
purpose is to enhance child and youth mental health 
services for the Aboriginal population within the Fra-
ser region. It will serve status and non-status First Na-
tion people both on- and off-reserve, Métis, Inuit and 
anyone identifying as Aboriginal. ACYMH services are 
meant to help solve the problems Aboriginal people 
have identified with the existing services for children 
and youth. 

The ACYMH teams
There are two Aboriginal Child and Youth Mental 
Health (ACYMH) teams serving the Fraser region. The 
Fraser Region Aboriginal Planning Committee divided 
the Fraser region into six circles of Aboriginal commu-
nities.2 The West team covers the Burnaby, New West-
minster, Tri-Cities, Surrey, Delta and White Rock areas 
(two circles). The East team covers from Maple Ridge 
and Langley east to Hope and Boston Bar (four circles).

Both ACYMH teams will have outreach workers, cli-
nicians and guides. Our intention is to recruit Aborigi-
nal people to fill all these jobs. 

We are excited that the majority of outreach work-
er and clinician positions have been filled. About half 
the applicants are of Aboriginal ancestry. 

We’ll also be hiring people from the Aboriginal 
community to fill the role of a guide. Guides will help 
families who want to use MCFD Child and Youth Mental 
Health services, but don’t feel safe using the system or 
don’t understand it. In the community feedback, it was 
suggested that we have “a guide to ease feelings upon ac-
cessing the services.” We acted on this suggestion. 

Already in the works
Right now, we’re providing educational services to the 
Aboriginal community. We’re teaching communities 
about the way the mental health system is set up and 
how it runs, so people won’t be fearful when looking 
for help. Again, in the community sessions, people 
pointed to a need to break down barriers. For example: 
“some people don’t read” and “the paperwork that has 
to be completed gets in the way and doesn’t always 
make sense.” 

We also provide information on what “mental 
health” means and do other prevention work with 
people in the community to lower the rates of mental 
illness. We’ll work closely with other service providers. 
We believe that partnerships are very important for 
good work to be done.

The clinicians we’ve hired will be providing 
therapy and counselling. We will not be replacing 
the existing CYMH clinicians. Our clinicians, like 
our outreach workers, will go out into the com-
munity. Feedback also told us that “mental health 
workers should provide home visits.” And that is 
what we have planned. 

Another strong message from the community 
sessions told us there is “a lack of understanding 
by MCFD Child and Youth Mental Health about 
[Aboriginal] culture.” They said that “mental health 
staff need to be trained re: historical events and 
impacts that have caused some of the problems 
for Aboriginal people.” 

So, we are holding Aboriginal cultural sensi-
tivity trainings for all Child and Youth Mental Health 
clinicians. The week-long training provides a great in-
troduction to First Nations, Inuit and Métis history and 
world view. Participating clinicians are invited to take 
part in traditional ceremonies and other cultural activi-
ties. In partnership with First Nations communities in 
the region, we have held two of the three trainings in 
local traditional long houses, to provide an experiential 
learning environment.

Finally, ACYMH is in the early stages of a project 
with Fraser Health. The project goal is to develop a 
model that will allow families and youth to have the 
choice of receiving both Western/European practices 
and/or traditional healing practices when being treated 
for anxiety and/or depression.

Toward . . .
In the near future, we see Aboriginal children and youth 
achieving mental wellness and balance with the sup-
port of these two different systems of care and ways 
of healing. And, care will be provided in a manner and 
location that is most suitable for the family, child and/
or youth.

The Fraser River Interim Aboriginal Authority

The Fraser River Interim Aboriginal Authority (FRIAA) is made up of representatives 
from Métis and urban and land-based First Nations. The FRIAA is the Aboriginal 
planning committee responsible for the development of a community-based 
Aboriginal Authority for Children and Family Development for the Fraser region. 
(See www.fraa.ca/about.html#why)

The FRIAA will become the Fraser Region Aboriginal Authority (FRAA) through a 
legal process of the provincial government. Once it has been created, the FRAA 
will gradually oversee the delivery of services currently provided by the Ministry 
of Child and Family Development (MCFD) to Aboriginal people. 
(See www.fraa.ca/about.html#what)

Source: www.fraa.ca/index.html
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Publications
Aboriginal Mental Health: What Works Best’. A 
2001 discussion paper prepared for the Mental    
Health Evaluation & Community Consultation Unit  
www.carmha.ca/publications (click on: MHECCU 
Publications)
Emerging Trends in Research on Mental Health 
Among Canadian Aboriginal Peoples. A 1993 
report prepared for the Royal Commission on 
Aboriginal Peoples  
www.mcgill.ca/files/tcpsych/Report2.pdf
Mental Health and Wellness in Aboriginal 
Communities: A 2003 Issue of In Touch magazine 
(a publication of the National Indian & Inuit 
Community Health Representative Organization) 
www.niichro.com/2004/pdf/INtouch/in-touch-vol-
26.pdf
Acting on What We Know: Preventing Youth 
Suicide in First Nations: A Health Canada report 
www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fniah-spnia/pubs/promotion  
(link to PDF at bottom of the page)
“The Mental Health of Aboriginal Peoples: 
Transformations of Identity and Community” A 
paper from a 2000 issue of Canadian Journal 
of Psychiatry reviewing research on the Mental 
Health of First Nations, Inuit and Metis of Canada. 
ww1.cpa-apc.org:8080/Publications/Archives/
CJP/2000/Sep/InReview.asp

•

•

•

•

•

Online Resources
BC Women’s Aboriginal Health Program 
www.bcwomensfoundation.org/health_centre_
programs.php
Health Canada > First Nations, Inuit and 
Aboriginal Health > Substance Use and Treatment 
of Addictions: Includes a directory of treatment 
centres around the province 
www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fniah-spnia/substan 
NAHO: National Aboriginal Health Organization 
www.naho.ca
Aboriginal Canada Portal 
www.aboriginalcanada.gc.ca
Association of BC First Nation Treatment 
Programs: Links to treatment programs around the 
province www.firstnationstreatment.org
Vancouver Island Health Authority: Aboriginal 
Health www.viha.ca/aboriginal_health 
Northern Health Authority: Aboriginal Health 
www.northernhealth.ca/your_health/programs/
Aboriginal_Health/
Interior Health Authority: Health Services directory 
interiorhealth.ca/health-services.aspx
Fraser Health: Aboriginal Mental Health Liaison 
Program 
www.stolohealth.com/mentalhealth.php
Vancouver Coastal Health Authority: Aboriginal 
Wellness Program 
www.vch.ca/aboriginalhealth/wellness.htm
Aboriginal resources from the BC Schizophrenia 
Society:www.bcss.org/category/resources/ 
aboriginal/

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

this list is not 
comprehensive 

and does not imply 
endorsement of 

resources
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